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CAST OF CHARACTERS 
 

 

Reverend Jonah B. Phillups, One-time pastor of Bronzeville Baptist Church 
 
Jesus Christ, aka Joshua (Josh) 
 
God 
 
Satan (Same actor plays Sly). Both wear a white panama hat in all their scenes. It is  

the leitmotif that clues the audience—Sly is Satan. 
 

Rodney Jefferson Jones, Grocery Store owner in Bronzeville, Remakes himself as  
Rodney Jackson Jones, aka Hotrod, “the cousin from Miami” 

 
Athena Jones, Rodney’s daughter 
 
Apollo Jones, Rodney’s younger son 
 
Orestes Jones, aka Street Dog, Rodney’s older son 
 
Cecil Slitherman, aka Sly (same actor plays Satan) 
 
Boll Weevil, Rodney’s office manager and bookkeeper, 60 years old or so 
 
Mrs. Florence Galadette, Customer and admirer of Rodney, a pious busybody, but a  

formidable woman. 
 
Yale Penningworth, CEO of Penningworth Financial Management 
 
Charles Tate, aka Chili Man, member of the Condors gang 
 
Amazing Grace Galadette, aka Crazy Mazy, estranged daughter of Mrs.  

Galadette,counter-culturish, tattoos, nose rings, black boots. 
 
THE ENSEMBLE 
 
A bartender 
 
Two policemen 
 
Macario 1 & 2, bodyguards, members of the Athenian gang, both with the same 
name 
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2 Kidnappers 
 
Ed, Hotrod’s portfolio manager (voice only) 
 
Phil Masters, CEO of PMO Properties (voice only) 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

The Good Person of Bronzeville 
A Liturgical Blues Comedy in Two Acts 

 
 
 

“Visit us again, Savior” 
     ---Maya Angelou 
 

If something doesn't happen to the hearts of men, 
the same thing is gonna happen again. 
No more water, but fire next time. 

     ---Hymn/Spiritual, “The Fire Next Time” 
 

Despair breeds redemption 
     ---Friedrich Hölderlin 

 
 
 
 
 
         ________________________  
 
 
 
 
 
The stage is divided into three areas. The main action is on the lower, stage level. 
An upper level, stage left and right. The gods appear on the upper level at the 
beginning and end. The second parties to telephone conversations appear on the 
upper level.  
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Sets should not be realistic, but abstract, minimal, the setting indicated by some 
iconic prop (bar, barstool and neon sign for act 1, scene 1.) Areas of action are 
drawn by spotlighting. Most scene setting can be done by projected signs.  
 
House music:  “Chicago Jump”, “Sweet home Chicago”; various Jelly Roll Morton 
upbeat blues piano pieces. 

 
 

 

 
ACT ONE 
 

SCENE ONE: A HIGH STAKES BET 
 
 
TIME:  THE PRESENT - 3 AM 
 
SETTING:  LEE’S UNLEADED BLUES BAR, 72ND ST. AND CHICAGO AVE. 
 
MUSIC: “3 O’CLOCK BLUES,”  B. B. KING, ERIC CLAPTON 
 
A barroom.  The short bar set diagonally across center stage, a single stool, and a 
bartender.  A blazing blue neon sign  “Lee’s Unleaded Blues Bar.” The stage is dark 
except for a dim light on the bartender, backlit, upstage right, drying a glass 
incessantly.  “3 O’clock Blues” plays and continues into the scene. An overhead 
spotlight comes up slowly, encircles the bar area, and reveals a man sitting on the 
single stool, back to the audience, slumped forward, a glass in his hand, mumbling 
inaudibly to himself. It’s REVEREND PHILLUPS. 
Spotlights come up gradually one on each of two figures, upper level stage left, their 
look directed to the customer. GOD and JESUS CHRIST wear formal evening dress, 
black tuxedos, black bow ties. 
 
GOD: Are you serious? You’re sure this is the place? 
 
JESUS: Trust me, I know what I’m doing. 
 
GOD: That’s a stretch, but I’ve come this far. I’ll see it through. 
 
The lines that follow shatter the silence and solitude of the nearly deserted barroom 
like a trumpet blast. The King/Clapton blues song is interrupted by some mighty 
organ chords, epiphany music 
 
GOD AND JESUS (speaking in unison): Excuse me sir.  We are looking for the 
Reverend Jonah B. Phillups.  We have reason to think you might be he.  Are you the 
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Reverend Phillups? … (No answer.  The customer stirs)  Are you the reverend 
Phillups, sir?  
 
REV. PHILLUPS:  (Struggling to clear his head)  What?  Who?  Who are you looking 
for? 
 
GOD AND JESUS: Are you Reverend Phillups? 
 
REV PHILLUPS:  (gradually pulling himself together)  Well, yes, that’s me.   
 
GOD AND JESUS: Let me introduce myself. 
          3 
JESUS:   I’m Jesus Christ.  And this is my father, God. 
 
REV:  You’re…who? 
 
GOD: I’m God and this is my son Jesus Christ. 
 
REV:  Wait … wait… wait a minute.  Is this a dream?  
 
GOD/JESUS:  Nope.  It’s really us. We’re back.  

 
REV:  (body language shows his disbelief; rubs his eyes, shakes his head, walks 
closer to the two to check them out)  Look I may be half-asleep, but I’m not stupid.  
Gimme a minute here to clear my head. Who are you? 
 
JESUS:  I know this must seem pretty strange to you, but have a closer look. You’ll 
see. 
 
REV:  (looks close, sees something he hadn’t seen before) Is it really you?! I’ve 
been waiting for you for a long time. 
 
JESUS:  (chanted)  You were often in my thoughts, though you didn’t know it. 
 
REV:  A lot of good it did me.  Look at me.  Asleep in this bar at midnight.  Fallen  
as low as I can fall. Got a drinking problem, and barely enough money to supply its 
daily solution. (He gestures to the bartender, who refills his glass.)  Why have you 
come to me? 
 
GOD, JESUS: We are looking for good people.  
 
JESUS: I know that there are many good people on earth, but there’s a lot of doubt 
in heaven on that point. The angels have always thought mankind was a bad idea.  
We are wandering the earth to find good people.  
 

GOD:  He is. Personally, I’m skeptical. I made a rash promise, that’s why I’m here. 
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JESUS:  I know humans are basically good, and most who aren’t can be redeemed. 
            
GOD:  They’ve had plenty of time—since creation!  How much more do they need?!  
Things are getting worse instead of better. We need some major cleansing. 
 
REV:  Cleansing? 
 
GOD:  Okay, if you don’t like that, let’s call it a major upgrade.  
 
REV:   Hey, but wait a minute. What about the rainbow sign?  
 
GOD:  That was more a temporary arrangement.  
 
REV:  You serious?  You mean, the whole earth? Like—a  flood?  
 
GOD: No, that was last time. (Majestic, apocalyptic tone)  This time a burning wind 
will blow down buildings, level great cities, sweep over mankind like the scythe 
before grass.  It’s stoked and the heat is rising. I just need to unleash it, and we start 
all over from scratch. A new earth!  What a great thought! But I gave my son one 
more chance.  If he could find a truly good person, we could postpone doomsday—
again.  
 
JESUS:  So, you see, we’ve got a situation here. He wanted originally a thousand 
good men, but I bargained him down. So now—redemption if we can find just one 
good person. 
 
REV:  And for this you’ve come to me? I used to be a good person, pastor of 
Bronzeville Baptist church, corner of 33rd St. and Indiana Ave.. Loved that church, 
loved the congregation, but greed and lust confounded my steps.  Now I’m just a 
defrocked drunken nobody. 
 
GOD AND JESUS:   (chanted)  Yes, that’s why we’ve come to you.   
 
REV:  But you’d do better to visit Reverend Seymour of First Church of Christ.  Or 
Mrs. Galadette, she’s the president of my former congregation, Bronzeville Baptist.  
Those are really good people.  
 
GOD AND JESUS:   (Chanted)  We already tried them.  They didn’t recognize us. 
So we introduced ourselves. They thought we were lying. Sent us packing with some 
pretty rough words. 
 
REV:  It’s a habit of speech you pick up in this city. 
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JESUS:   We thought we’d find goodness sooner if we started at the bottom—with all 
due respect.  (chanted)  So that’s why we’re out here walking the earth again. 
(spoken)  Can you help us? We’re running out of time. 
 
REV:  I think I can help, but, well, could you maybe speak more like mortals?   
All this liturgical sounding stuff makes me nervous.   
 
JESUS:  But this is the way people talk in church, isn’t it? Isn’t this the way you 
expect God to talk. 
 
REV:  Well, church is one thing, but outside, it’s a lot different. There’s a pretty 
mixed bunch here in Bronzeville. Lots of good people, but plenty of bad too.  
Gangbangers, pimps and dealers. These are hard times on earth, and folks have to 
make a living the best they can. Did you come to help the poor? 
 
JESUS:  No. You’ll always have the poor.   
  
REV:  Yes, I’m one of them, and I can tell you, that stuff—pardon me—those words 
about the birds of the field and the lillies of the valley –that doesn’t cut the mustard 
any more.  We gotta do a lot of reaping and sowing just to get by. We got capitalism 
now, It’s each man for himself. 
 
JESUS: I’m back now.  I’m gonna preach mercy, understanding, compassion. 
 

Spotlight upper level, stage right, Satan standing in a rakish pose, opposite 
God and Jesus.  He is dressed in a scarlet silk suit, open shirt, white panama 
hat. The white hat stays on Satan’s head throughout, also when he turns into 
Sly. 

 
SATAN:  (Belly laugh, full of scorn)  Good luck on that.  I’ve told you from the 
beginning, mankind is a bad lot. 
 
GOD:  What are you doing here?   
 
SATAN:  Same old shit. Helping people become themselves. Humans are born, bred 
and die greedy, envious, hate-filled. It’s a race of misfits. What are you doing here? 
 
JESUS:  We’re walking the earth to find good people. 
 
SATAN:  Good people!  (Laughs)   You don’t have a clue.  Look at you, dressed like 
you just come from the president’s award banquet! And you walk into a Chicago 
blues bar late at night with those voices all silky and high-churchy.  Hang around a 
little, and find out how things work here.   What you don’t know about earthly life 
would fill a new Bible.  
 
JESUS:  What do you know about it? I’ve been one.  
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SATAN:  Face it. Mankind is a failure, an experiment that didn’t work. Why did the 
old man want a race of humans, when he had a race of angels? Let’s just end it and 
go back to where we started. 
 
GOD:  You’ve been nursing this stupid grudge for centuries. Now suck it up! 
Anyway, I’m not completely destroying humanity, just kicking it up a few steps on the 
evolutionary ladder. A new humanity that’s really humane this time.  
 
SATAN:  I prefer them as a tribe of fools. A new breed might make my work harder. 
Or worse yet, unnecessary. 
 
JESUS:  (To Rev. Phillups)  You see how it is.  I fail in my search, and humankind 
goes the route of the dinosaurs.  

 
REV:  We must be able to find one good person. 
 
SATAN:  Look all you want, but take it from me, there’s no one on this earth who 
can’t be corrupted. 
 
JESUS:  Wrong again.  You are always wrong.  
 
SATAN:  We’ll see. I have a bet I’d like to propose here. I’m betting there’s no way 
the human race can be redeemed. If I’m wrong, I’ll keep out of all earthly affairs till 
the end of time, move my whole operation to the underworld for good.  If I’m right, 
then you’ll wipe out mankind altogether and restore all the fallen angels to the upper 
realms.  Even if you do move forward on this damn fool idea of a new race. 
 
GOD:  Find one good person and I can get rid of you? Trade you for a redeemed 
human race? Might be worth it….  Deal. (SATAN and GOD shake on it.)  Just one 
thing. Both of you.  No miracles, no divine or demonic powers. No magical 
conversions or transformations. If you need a miracle, the bet’s off. Got it? 
 
SATAN:  Doesn’t cramp my style. 
 
GOD:  Now get out of here. 
 
SATAN:  Oh, I’ll be around.  (chuckling)   To help out.  
 

Steps out of spotlight as it fades. Walks downstage, to audience. 
 
SATAN:  I’ve lost a few bets with the old man before, but in this case I’m sort of on 
his side. Anyway, what the almighty always forgets is how easy it is to make 
mischief and how hard to unmake it. There’s nothing the old man can conceive that I 
can’t unweave. On earth anyway. Even if I lose the bet, underworld isn’t so bad. In 
my geography it includes the earth.  
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(EXIT) 
 
JESUS:  (To Rev.)  Can you help us? 
  
REV:  Yes. I can.  There’s a good man right here in Bronzeville, a very good man.   
I can take you to him.   
 
JESUS:  Who’s that?   
 
REV:  Rodney Jefferson Jones. Owns a grocery store over on 47th street. I know him 
and his family well. I’m godfather to his children.  I work in the store some times. 
 
JESUS:  Good.  Then let’s go.   
 
REV:  Where will you stay? How’ll you live?  You know, human needs are a lot 
different from divine. 
 
JESUS:  Tell me about it. 
 
REV:  You can stay with me. It isn’t the Ritz, but I’ve got an extra bed and you’re 
welcome to it.  Just one thing.  You know, Satan has a point. It seems to me you 
aren’t very up on the local customs, all dressed up like for the country club or 
something. You might want to lean on me for some tips about how people live in 
Bronzeville. Some less conspicuous clothes would be a good start.  
 
JESUS:  (To God)  You coming? 
 
GOD:  Count me out.  I’m in charge of the universe. Everything’s working just fine 
out there. Here’s where the trouble is. Trust me, it wouldn’t help to have me along.  
Call me if you need me. And remember--no miracles! 
 

EXIT JESUS AND REVEREND PHILLUPS.  SATAN AND GOD MOVE 
DOWNSTAGE, ADDRESS THE AUDIENCE 
 

 
INTERLUDE: GOD AND SATAN SING THE SIXTH DAY BLUES 
 
GOD: Turns out Satan and I have some common concerns about the human race. 
We’re gonna sing a song now about some possible weak points in my original plans 
of creation.   
 
SATAN: It’s called “Creation Day Blues,” actually, the better title is, “The Sixth Day 
Blues”: 
 

GOD: 
Now on the first day there was dark and there was light; 
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I said, let there be, and there was day and there was night. 
I looked around and said, this looks good to me. 
 
GOD AND SATAN HARMONIZE ON THIS REFRAIN THROUGHOUT: 
It started really good, but somehow it all went bad. 
 
GOD: 
On the second day there was water, lots of water, oh my! 
I said “let there be,” and there was lakes and rivers, “let there be” and there  

was sky. 
I looked around and said, nothing bad here. 
 
GOD and SATAN: 
It started really good, but somehow it all went bad. 
 
GOD: 
On the third day comes the land, the plants and trees, 
From them came flowers and fruits and seeds. 
I looked around and said: a delight to see. 
 
GOD and SATAN: 
It started really good, but somehow it all went bad. 
 
On the fourth day I made the sun, I made the moon and stars. 
“Let there be” I said, and there was Venus, then came Mars. 
I looked around and said, hey this is good. 
 
GOD and SATAN: 
It started really good, but somehow it all went bad. 
 
GOD: 
On the fifth day I made fish and I made birds. 
All I did was say …—come on, you know the words. 
And I looked around and said, this whole world is good. 
 
GOD and SATAN: 
It started really good, but somehow it all went bad. 
 
 It’s the sixth day now, and things get really clever. 
I got my big idea, man and woman, greatest notion ever. 
The angels warned me, said it wouldn’t work, not never. 
 
SATAN: 
Wouldn’t listen to old Lucifer, bright as the morning star,  
I told em, I said, it’s them or me. 
Create this rival race, and you got an angelic enemy. 
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GOD and SATAN:  
It started realy good, but somehow it all went bad. 
 
GOD:  
Lucifer got evicted, and straightaway went bad. 
Can’t give up the human race, best idea I ever had. 
I say, I’ll make em like me, image and likeness.  It’s worth a try. 
Looking back, I’m not sure why. 
 
I gave em paradise, and I gave em power. 
But they disobeyed, hardly took an hour. 
 
I thought I’d look around and find everything good 
Give me a second try and I’m not sure I would. 
 
GOD AND SATAN: 
I’m a guy who don’t like to lose. 
Put yourself in my shoes, 
And you’d be singing the sixth day blues. 
 
 
FADE TO DARK 

 
 
  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

SCENE TWO: RODNEY’S GROCERY STORE 
 

TIME:  MORNING, A SUMMER DAY IN CHICAGO 
 
SETTING: RODNEY’S GROCERY STORE. Jesus, Rev. Phillups, Rodney Jones, 
Athena, Apollo and Orestes Jones, Cecil Slitherman (Sly), Mrs. Galadette 
 
MUSIC: JELLY ROLE MORTON, “KING PORTER BLUES” 
 
It’s crowded.  White and black folk shopping. Cecil Slitherman (Sly—same actor 
plays Satan) fusses around with nothing in particular, looking busy. He wears jeans, 
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a “Rodney’s Grocery” tee-shirt, and the white panama hat. Rodney’s daughter, 
Athena, popular high school sophomore, 16 years old, upstage, back to audience, 
working the cash register, speaking to customers who are not seen. Her brother, 
Apollo, 18 years old, carrying boxes in from the office upstage right. Rev. Phillups 
stocks the fruit and vegetable bins.The owner, Rodney Jefferson Jones, is a tall 
strongly built man in his fifties, slightly greying, sober, modest, charming in his 
conversation with the customers. Jesus wanders around taking in the scene.  He is 
now wearing street clothes. “King Porter Blues” plays in the background throughout 
this scene.  
  
ROD: (To a customer just leaving) Have a nice day, Mrs. Hollub. …   Good morning 
Theena.  Don’t charge Mr. Hamilton for his groceries today.  He’s gonna pay us 
when his check comes in next week. 
 
ATHENA:  Daddy, Mr. Hamilton’s check is always coming in next week, and it never 
comes in, and he never pays.   
 
ROD:  He’s got other things on his mind than his grocery bill ; Mrs. Hamilton’s back 
in the hospital. His son’s in Iraq…  Good morning, Mrs. Galadette.  You’re looking 
fine this morning. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  The day’s fine.  But Mr. Jones, you’re looking sad.  Fact is, 
you’re always looking sad. 
 
ROD:   Mrs. Galadette, since my wife Savannah died I can’t pull myself out of this 
melancholy.   
            
MRS. GALADETTE:  That’s been ten years now, Mr. Jones. Time you found some 
consolation.  You need a good woman, is what you need.  Someone’ll make you 
happy.  
 
ROD:  I guess I’ll be thinking of my Savannah until the day I die. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  You are a sincere and loving man.  Remind me a lot of Dr. 
Galadette. Died too young, but you just gotta get over your grief. I did. Tell you what, 
I’m gonna bring you some peach cobbler and ice cream this evening—again. Cheer 
you up. And if you need me for anything, you call me, you hear?   
 
ROD:  You’re a kind woman Mrs. Galadette.  I do appreciate it.…. [To a customer off 
stage]  Hey there, Lucky Larry.  How are you doing? Hear you got a job in that Suds 
and Bubble Coin laundromat down on Cottage Grove.  You take care of yourself 
now.  
 
MRS. GALADETTE: Your avocadoes cost $2 apiece. Last week they were just 95 
cents. 
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ROD:  Yes, prices going straight through the roof.  It’s that awful drought in 
California. Here Mrs. Galadette, you take these two avocadoes. My gift to a good 
customer. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  You are so charming. [Exit] 
 

Rodney wanders through the store primping at displays and chatting with 
customers.  Amazing Grace Galadette enters following her mother with a 
stealthy look as Mrs. Galadette heads off (out of sight of the audience). She is 
about 16, looks like a counter-culture waif, run-away, homeless. She wanders 
around the store stuffing food into a Gym bag when she thinks she’s not 
observed. 

 
JESUS:  He certainly looks like a good person.   
 
REV:  I told you. 
 
JESUS:  Let’s stay here for a while.  Introduce me. 
 
REV:  Oh, Rodney.  I want you to meet a new friend of mine.  This is … this 
is…umm… Joshua. Joshua Christian.  
 
JESUS:  (rolls his eyes) 

        
ROD:  How do you do Mr. Christian. Are you new in Bronzeville? 
 
JESUS:  Yes, sir, but I’m thinking I’ll move here for a while. 
 
ROD:  What’s your business? 
 

There is a long pause. 
 
REV:  Mr. Christian’s, you might say, a community organizer. 
 
ROD:  Have you done much organizing? 
 
JESUS:  Yes, quite a bit. 
 
ROD:  Where do you come from? 
 
JESUS:  Um… I’ve come a long way.  Want to look around and get the feel of 
Chicago. 
 
ROD:  I understand.  Up from the south? …  No you don’t talk like a southerner.   
Well, if there’s any way I can help you let me know. 
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JESUS:  Well, could I help you out in the store? 
 
REV:  (shows surprise) 
 
ROD:  Sure, you can always help out in the store.   Only, I can’t pay you at the 
moment. But you can work for food. 
 
JESUS:  I’ll be glad to, Mr. Jones.   Just put me to work.  

 
ROD:  Grab a broom.  Inside and out need sweeping. If you don’t mind, I’ll call you 
Josh. And you can call me Rodney. But let me introduce my family.  That’s my boy, 
Apollo. He’s a good boy.  Runs fast as the wind.  Played football and ran track in 
high school.  Now he’s got a full scholarship to Urbana.  Starts there in the fall. 
 
JESUS:   That’s fine, a handsome, strong boy.  How do you do? 
 
APOLLO:  Fine thanks.  Pleased to meet you Mr. Christian. 
 
ROD:  This is my daughter, Theena.  Works the cash register summers. 
 
JESUS:  Pleased to meet you.  [to Rodney]   Good looking girl. And charming. 
 
ROD:  Theena’s smart; everyone likes her. She’s cheerleader and president of her 
sophomore class at Martin Luther King High.  She’s gonna be a lawyer one day.  
Talks about Harvard Law School and she can do it too. 
 
JESUS:  Theena’s an unusual name. 
 
ROD:  Short for Athena.   
 
JESUS:  You have two children?   
 

Orestes enters upstage. Two big, dangerous looking men, his bodyguards, 
accompany him, big shades, blue jackets. They stay upstage at the 
“entrance” and stand there as if on guard duty.  Orestes weaves his way 
through the store without saying anything or greeting.  He’s scruffy.  Looks 
like he just got out of bed and slept in his clothes.  He has a skate board 
under his arm. Everyone stops what they’re doing to watch him pass through 
the store. 

 
ROD: There’s my oldest, Orestes. He’s 25 now. Hey Orest, come on over here.  Got 
some new friends to introduce you to.   
 

Orestes pays no attention, exits downstage left. The two bodyguards remain 
upstage. 
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ROD:  Those earplugs…   He’s a good boy. He doesn’t talk much, but reads a lot 
and hangs out with friends. Plays on those video games and I-pods all day.  
I thought he’d be a professor or something like that.  Smart as a whip but kind of 
slow in the social graces. Sorry to say he spent three years in prison.  Accomplice to 
an armed robbery, they said.  Wasn’t a shred of truth in it, but he got ten years in the 
state penitentiary, released for good behavior after three. Came out a changed man.  
But doesn’t do much now.  Can’t. Can’t get a job. Got a felony conviction. But he’ll 
find his way. 
 
JESUS:  You’ve got a fine family. 
 
ROD:  My business and my life is built on my family. Same with my father.  
Two generations. Longer means stronger. My children are blessings  
from God. 
 
JESUS:  Unusual names.  How did you choose them?  
 
ROD:  Actually it was Reverend Phillups.  Baptized them. He’s godfather to  
all three. 
 
JESUS:  Fine family.  I’ll get to work now.   
 

JC takes a push broom and starts sweeping. Apollo comes over to Rodney 
 
APOLLO:  Hey, dad.  Who’s that kid bagging?  
 
ROD:  That’s Cecil.  He’s starting work here today.  He’s gonna be with us for a 
while.   
 
APOLLO:  What are you doing hiring another person? You paying him? 
 
ROD: Of course, can’t expect a young man to work for free. 
 
APOLLO: We don’t need him.  You got Orestes and me, and besides you got 
Reverend Phillups, and people volunteering every day. 
 
ROD:  We also got Mr. Christian here. You can call him Josh. 
 

There’s a disturbance upstage.  Cecil Slitherman (SLY) has caught Mazy by 
the wrist. She struggles to get away. 

 
MAZY: Let me go! 
 
SLY: Look at that. I caught this thievin’ she-fox red-handed.   
 
MAZY: I didn’t steal anything. 
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 Sly reaches in her bag and pulls out apples,oranges etc. 
 
MAZY: I had that when I came in the store. 
 
SLY: You’re lying girl. I got an eye for lies. 
 
ROD: Are you stealing food, young lady? 
 
MAZY: Lemme go. I don’t care a damn for your food. 
 
ROD: What’s your name?  You from here? 
 
SLY: I’ll call the cops. 
 

Sly still has Mazy by the wrist and she continues to struggle. Athena gets up, 
comes over, takes Sly by the wrist and releases Mazy. 

 
ATHENA: Hey Mazy. How’re you doing?  Haven’t seen you at school lately. 
 
MAZY: Don’t need your help Miss Chirpie Cheerleader! 
 
ATHENA: Can’t hurt. Looks like you’re about on your way to jail. 
 
ROD: Hold on. Let me take care of this. Why’re you stealing food? 
 
MAZY: What do you think? I’m making a compost heap? Keep your food. Lemme 
go. 
 
ROD: Come here. [He lifts her chin, takes a close look.]  You’re from the 
neighborhood? What’s your name? 
 
MAZY: Doesn’t matter. None o’ your business. 
 
ATHENA: Relax Mazy. Let me call your mother.  
 
MAZY: You call my mother and I’ll scratch your eyes out!  Least I got a mother and 
she a decent woman. 
 
ATHENA: What?! What do you mean by that? 
 
SLY: We better call the cops. 
 
ROD: Take it easy.  Looks like she needs help. 
 

Mazy bolts, grabs food as she runs. Exits upstage running.  
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ATHENA: That’s Mazy. She’s kind of a lost soul, always in trouble. Ran away from 
home. Doesn’t go to school any more.  But don’t call the police. She’s harmless.  
 
ROD: She’s welcome to the food. Just, I’d rather give it to her. Don’t want her 
stealing….   
 
ATHENA: But what a nasty thing to say: ‘least she’s got a mother.’ 
 
RODNEY: (Changing the subject)  Cecil, meet Apollo. And this is my daughter 
Theena. 
 

Sly greets them full of joviality and good fellowship. Sly shakes hands with 
Apollo and the other workers.  He has a couple of bandages on his head, face 
and wrist. 

 
APOLLO:  You been in an accident or something? 
 
ROD:  Cecil got in some trouble last night and I brought him home to rest and 
recover. 
 
CECIL:  Your dad’s a hero.  I was getting my ass whupped by some mean thievin 
dudes. I’d a been in the river by now if it hadn’t been for your daddy.  That badass  
had his thumper  right here (his index finger a barrel, his hand the handle of a gun, 
he points to his forehead) and he’s about to smoke me.  Then in comes your daddy 
like gangbusters.  Gets on the phone to 911, and the after-burners on their Jordans 
kick in. Shoulda seen em scatter.  
 
THEENA:  (who has gone back to the cash register) Why were they beating you up? 
  
CECIL:  Oh they were just thugs for some badass drug dealers.   
 
ROD:  I’m gonna have to ask you to watch your language in the store Cecil.   
That’s street talk, and I want you to leave it out on the street. 
 
CECIL:  Sure, Mr. Rodney, and please just call me Sly.  That’s what everyone  
calls me. 
 
THEENA:  Why did they beat you up?  … [To a customer offstage]Thank you Mrs. 
Daniel.  You have a nice day now. 
 
SLY:  Cause I had serious moral objections to their business and was trying to clean 
up the neighborhood of them scum.   

 
THEENA:  How’s that?  You don’t look like Mr. Moral Majority…   That’ll be $10.50  
Mrs. Slattery. 
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SLY:  I got a business plan here.  Here’s how it worked– you watch for dealers on 
the street, stand around like an interested party and client during deals, then when 
the shit goes down …(polishes his language)  That is, when they make their deal, 
we step in and kick their ass and take the money.  
 
THEENA:  You kick the behind of street dealers? 
 
SLY: Yeah, the behind.  That it. They mostly small time cluckers. 
 
THEENA:  So you took the money.   What did you do with it? 
 
SLY:  Paid my salary.  
 
APOLLO: So you steal from the bad guys and give to yourself? (He laughs.)  
 
SLY: There’s a lot of money out there changing hands. Might as well change some 
into my hands. 
 
 
APOLLO: That don’t make you a moral crusader.  It makes you a street thief and 
mugger. 
 
SLY:  You havin some trouble understanding the justice of my enterprise.  People I 
hit on were corrupting the young. Can’t let that activity thrive. 
 
THEENA:  And the dealers didn’t appreciate your sense of justice either. Caught  
up with you and almost killed you?  
 
SLY: Woulda if your daddy hadn’t rescued me.  
 
THEENA: So what are you doing here? 
 
ROD: Cecil was pretty beat up.  He was bleeding and I thought his wrist was broken.  
So I patched him up and let him sleep in that extra bed in the  
store room. 
 
THEENA: If there’s a stray cat or whipped dog in the neighborhood, my daddy picks 
him up and brings him home. Daddy, this man’s trouble.  Probably drug dealers out 
there looking for him. They’re gonna come after him, and he thinks he’s found 
shelter here. But they’re coming right to Rodney’s Grocery store. 
 
SLY:  It’ll be okay.  They won’t find me here.  Besides, I got protection.  I got 
investors. 
 
THEENA:  Oh, you got investors? 
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SLY:  That’s right.  
 
THEENA:  What’s that mean? 
 
SLY:  It means I got serious forces at my back.  
 
THEENA:  Daddy, if you take Mr. Robin of the ‘hood here into the store, you askin 
for trouble.   
 
ROD:  It’s okay sweetheart.  Any man who owes another man his life will always be 
good to that man. 
 
THEENA:  Whooee!  You too good for this world. You livin in the last century. This 
here’s the urban jungle. Mr. Sly is bad news.  What’s gonna interest a high-flier like 
him in Rodney’s grocery store? Won’t be long before he crash and burn. 
 
SLY:  You’re being hard on me. You askin what’s gonna hold me here?  Why, I owe 
your daddy my life. That’s a binding obligation.  Here I’ve got good honest work.  A 
chance to change my life. That’s what’s gonna hold me here—and good company.  
You’re a smart, good-looking woman, and your salsa is hot. 
 
THEENA:  What did you say? 
 
SLY:  I said you got guts.  I admire a woman like you. I’d be surprised if some lucky 
man hadn’t already spoken for you.  
 
ROD:  Theena’s not looking for a man.  She’s going to college and studying the law. 

SLY:  Law?! You want law? I got law. I could make a good son-IN-LAW. I’m a man 
of substance, cause I got investors.  I could be a pillar of the Rodney family grocery 
store.  And I got what a woman loves.   
 
THEENA:  Oh, what’s that, cause I don’t see it. 
 
SLY:  You will, you will.  I know from long experience, I am not easy to resist.  

THEENA:   I see right straight through you mister.  (walking away)  

 
Orestes returns from offstage, weaves his way around customers.  All fall 
silent and watch as he saunters out. He joins the two bodyguards, and all 
three exit upstage. 

 
ROD:  Sly, grab a broom and go help Josh sweep the front. 
 
MUSIC: George Gershwin, “Rialto Ripples” 
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Fade out. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
SCENE THREE: THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT OF THE ATHENIAN SOCIETY IN 

SESSION 
 
 
TIME: 10PM, EVENING OF THE SAME DAY 
 
SETTING: ST. JAMES METHODIST CHURCH, AKA ST. JIMMY’S, 46TH AND ELLIS 
AVE.  
 
The sanctuary of the abandoned St. James United Methodist church, aka St. 
Jimmy’s, the meeting place of the Justice Department of the Athenian gang. 
Orestes’s  two bodyguards, Macario 1 & 2, are waiting downstage with Charles (Chili 
Man) Tate, a scruffy gang-banger, member of the Condor gang. An ordinary kitchen 
chair, center stage, where the altar would have been, faces the audience. A banner 
is hung or projected behind and above the judge’s seat:  “Nothing in Excess” and 
“Know Yourself” separated by the Athenian emblem, an “A” crowned with a laurel 
wreath. The sanctuary is empty otherwise, no pews, no chairs. A peaked stained 
glass windowis projected onto the back wall; many panes broken and covered by an 
iron wire grating. 
 
MACARIO 2:  Hey Chili man, you lucked out. They say the judge tonight is Street 
Dog himself.   
 
TATE:  What I care? That shit don’t make no difference.  
 
MACARIO 2:  Watch your mouth. You one lucky bowl a chili to even get your case 
heard in this court. 
 
TATE:  Who’s this Street Dog? They talk about him, but I aint never seen him. 
 
MACARIO 2:  He’s the chief justice  of the Athenians. He the founding Justice of the 
gang. Organized it while he was in jail, got the core of followers. Now he been out 
about 5 years and Athenians got about 10,000 members. Spreading to other cities. 
Street Dog’s our best judge. They write down his judgments.  
 
TATE:  You got your own law? 
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MACARIO 2:  Naw, there’s no law. The law is what Street Dog says. We got a 
constitution. You better be reading that, Chili Man.  
 
TATE: Yeah, I heard of this Street Dog. Some think he’s a great man; some think 
he’s a candy-ass goody-goody and royal pain in the ass. Always trying to suck up to 
the other south side gangs and make peace.  What bullshit. Ain’t never gonna be 
peace with gangs.  They there to kill each other. They gonna kill your Street Dog 
pretty soon. 
 
MACARIO 2: And you come to Street Dog so they won’t kill you. Right? 
 
TATE: (After some hesitation)   Fuck you. 
 

Macario 1 acts as BAILIFF. Over his Athenian blue jacket he wears a black 
banner diagonal across his chest, the sign of his office. 

 
BAILIFF/MACARIO 1:  Quiet in the hall please. All remain standing. The court of the 
Athenian Society is in session, the Honorable Orestes Street Dog Jones presiding.   
 

Orestes Jones enters dressed in his street clothes, as in earlier scenes. The 
bailiff puts a black judge’s robe around his shoulders. He sits in the kitchen 
chair.   

 
BAILIFF:  There are two cases on the docket tonight.  The first is Charles Tate, also 
known as Chili man, a member of the Condors, seeking protection from his own 
gang and membership in the Athenian Society.  
 
ORESTES:  Is Mr. Tate present in the court? 

           
TATE:  Yeah, man, right here.  (Gets jabbed in the ribs by MACARIO 2, who 
whispers something to him.) 

 
TATE:  Present you honor.  
 
 ORESTES:  State your case, Mr. Tate. 
 
TATE:  “State your case Mr….” You all talk like white folks here? That’s fucked. 
 
ORESTES:  We speak good English, if that’s what you mean. Why should a black 
man be considered a race traitor for speaking well, whereas some ghetto dog, every 
time he opens his mouth a cockroach jumps out. That’s good speech? In this court 
and in the culture of the Athenians there’s no swearing, no street language. We 
resent your imputation that to speak well is to speak white.  
 
TATE:    (with scorn)  “We resent your IM-PEW-TAY-SHUN….!” This shit’s enough 
to turn my black ass pink. 
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ORESTES:  You swear again and you’re case’ll be thrown out of court, you’ll be 
tossed out onto the street and handed back to your own gang or to the police. 
 
TATE:  Well that would be…bad for me, ‘cause my ass… ‘cause I’d be smoked in no 
time. Say, judge. Why they call you Arestees? Cause you get arrested so much? 
 
ORESTES:  Orestes was an ancient Greek hero, received merciful justice from the 
gods. You better hope for something like that from me.  State your case. 
 
TATE:  I got initiated into the Condors. Hung with some friends who were dealing 
crack cocaine. They made a lot of money, got a gold-chain-and-diamond-ring-high. 
They say I be a Condor and make money too. I wanted them cool gold chains and 
diamond rings.  Cept, my initiation night, they say I gotta kill a Mexican. So then I 
realize I’m in over my head. I’m no killer, and I have to kill someone, any old person, 
don’t matter who, just to get into the gang? So my bro’s and I go cruising through the 
‘hood. We drive through a couple alleys.  
There’s a window, a mexican bitch standing at her kitchen sink washing dishes, 
rapping with another woman. Standing right in the window. My bros say, “there it is, 
do her, man. Do her now.”  I didn’t know it’d be like that. I thought I’d be offing some 
mean motha. Cause that I could do. But they say, sheeeit, you off this Mexican bitch, 
no one gonna whimper.  
I couldn’t do it. They called me chicken. Said they gonna diss me in front of the 
gang. I got pissed. I went out in the street with the gun in my hand. There’s a group 
of badass latinos standing under the El stop. I walk up to one of em and pump a few 
of Dr. Remington’s peace-pills into his greasy face and walk away. No one gonna 
call me coward. Then we got a war on our hands. Badass Latinos offing our people. 
Condors say I gotta make good what I fucked… what I messed up. Badasses want 
me dead. Condors want me dead. People tell me, go talk to the Athenians. They get 
you outa this shit. 
 
ORESTES: You’re aware that the Condor gang has issued a warrant for my 
execution?   
 
TATE: Izat why you searched me down to the skin? 
 
ORESTES: And still you come to me begging me to rescue your from your own 
gang? You want the protection of the Athenian gang but spit on the Athenian 
program of peace among gangs?  Well, here’s my judgment: First, I want you to 
know  while you are not a coward, you are a stupid, foolish, greedy idiot—ignorant 
and brutal. 
 
TATE:  Hey, man, back off. You steppin over my ego-boundaries here. 
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ORESTES:   It speaks well of you that you refused to shoot that woman when your 
friends insisted, so there is some good in you, and on that basis you will be allowed 
into the Athenian Society after your period of punishment and probation. 
 
TATE:  Punishment and probation? Man says you don’t punish and you don’t 
probate. 
 
ORESTES:  The Athenian court has two forms of punishment: work and education. 
The aim is to make you a better man when you come out, not a whipped dog who’s 
gonna bite again. I sentence you to four years of study and eight years of community 
service to be served at the same time as your schooling. During that time, you will 
dress and speak in a way that shows dignity and self-respect. You will serve your 
community. If at the end of your period of study and service you live according to the 
principles of our society, you will be formally introduced as a member. Do you accept 
this sentence? 
 
TATE:  Fuck no, I don’t accept no shit-headed school crap and fucked-over 
community service. I’m outa here. 
 
ORESTES:  Bailiff, step forward. The Bailiff will hold up the transcript of this trial. 
 

Bailiff holds up a recording device. 
 
ORESTES:  Charles Tate, you’ve confessed to murder.  You’ve testified that your 
friends in the Condors put you up to it. That’s all recorded on this device. If you leave 
this court and refuse its sentence, it will be turned over to the Chicago Police 
Department, and you will be arrested and tried in a criminal court. You will rot in 
prison for the rest of your life, and no one will care that you did not shoot that 
woman.  The Chicago PD welcome evidence of wrong-doing by black criminals. 
Now sit down, shut your big mouth, and consider your decision carefully. 
 
TATE:  This is a double cross.  I’m told I get justice from the Athenian gang. You all’s 
a fuckin’ snitch. Come to you for mercy and justice, and you give me this shit? 
 
ORESTES:  You killed a man, in cold blood, in order to sell cocaine and buy gold 
chains.  What justice is due you? What mercy is due you?  You have the choice: 
rehabilitation with the Athenians, or the American criminal justice system. Now sit 
down. One more word and I’ll throw you out of court… Next case.  We have a 
petition from one Crazy Mazy.  Is the woman called Crazy Mazy present in the 
court? 
 

Mazy enters downstage right, as we met her in scene 2.  
 
MAZY:  Yes, your honor, fuck you all very much. 
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ORESTES:  You shoot off your mouth and your chances of justice get dim.  State 
your name. 
 
MAZY:  They call me Crazy Mazy. 
 
ORESTES:  Your given name. 
          
MAZY:  Amazing Grace.  
 
ORESTES:  Your last name? 
 
MAZY:  Never mind my last name. 
 
ORESTES:  Why do they call you Crazy Mazy?  
 
MAZY:  Mazy from Amazing, Crazy because I don’t follow no rules, no laws, no 
etiquettes, no guidelines.   
 
ORESTES:  Why not? 
 
MAZY:  Because my mother wants me to, and I don’t do nothing my mother wants. 
 
ORESTES:  You have my sympathy on that score.  But why bring your case to the 
Athenian court?  
 
MAZY:  Cause I heard you don’t respect laws and rules either but just cut straight to 
the justice thing pure and simple. I want freedom from my mother. 
 
ORESTES:  Explain your petition please. 
 
MAZY:  My moma’s a good woman, but she so ever-loving pious and righteous, 
wants me to live like every moment’s Sunday school. She a church-going woman to 
excess and beyond.  And if I don’t tow her line, I get whopped and whopped hard.  
 
ORESTES:  Do you have bruises and marks to prove abusive behavior on your 
mother’s part? 
 
MAZY:  I do, your honor. 
 
ORESTES:  Then show them. 
 
MAZY:  They mostly on a part of my body not fit to show in a court where you can’t 
even swear.  But I got a few marks on my back. (pulls her shirt up to show her back.) 
 
ORESTES:  Is your last name Galadette? 
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MAZY:    (astonished and irritated)  Yes, it is. How’d you know that? 
 
ORESTES:  So your full name is Amazing Grace Galadette? 
 
MAZY:  Thass right.  
 
ORESTES:  What is it you want from the court?  
 
MAZY:  I want freedom from my mamma. But I don’t wanna live on the street, I don’t 
wanna be a prostitute, and I wanna join your gang.  I mean, “society.” You laid back 
about punishment.  Hear you even got an education program. 
 
ORESTES:  But if you follow no rules, no etiquettes, then you can’t be an Athenian. 
We have rules. You have to live by them. You have to dress well and speak well. 
You have to get a good education and live well. Can you accept that? 
 
MAZY:  Cin try. 
 
ORESTES:  Is your mother present in the court? 
 
MAZY:  Sheeit no.  
 
ORESTES:  We can’t make a judgment in this case if your mother is not present to 
give her side of the story. You’ll be informed of the next court date. You’ll have to 
bring your mother with you if you want a judgment. 
 
MAZY:  Cin try. 
 
ORESTES:    (to Tate)  Mr. Tate, which do you choose, the judgment of the Athenian 
court, or justice at the hands of the Chicago police? 
 
TATE:  I be an Athenian. 
 
ORESTES:  Marshals, see that Mr. Tate gets registered as a student and community 
worker. His schooling and his service will begin immediately…    Court is adjourned.  
 

All except Orestes exit.  He comes downstage. Spotlight narrows on him. To 
the audience: 

 
ORESTES: Okay, so you saw me first as some whack-headed street jiver.  Doesn’t 
mean there’s no more to me. You can’t judge by appearances. The man packin’ your 
bags in the grocery store could be Jesus Christ himself.  There’s a rap that I like that 
makes that point. It’s called, “You never can tell.”  Goes like this: 
 

Orestes raps “You Never Can Tell.”  The two MACARIOS return from 
upstage, sing back-up 
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The big wide ocean looks calm and serene. 
You look beneath the surface, and you see it’s damn mean. 
Never can tell when you lookin at the top what’s stirrin down below, 
When you look at a face, what’s stirrin in the belly. 
They’s sharks and barracudas; eat you up like you was jelly. 
 So I’m tellin’ you, proclaiming that you never can tell, 
What you wearin, what you sayin, aint nothin but a shell.  
Never can tell when a brother turns the corner,  
Could be a happy man, could be a mourner. 
Maybe stinkin rats is comin’, maybe cool brothers. 
They’s all disguised, but some more than others. 
  
You look at a woman, she’s juicy and she’s sweet, 
Swings her booty like a ho when she walkin down the street. 
Get to know her better and she’s kind and she’s good. 
Judge by first impressions gets you nowhere in the ‘hood. 
Never can tell what’s evil and what’s good. 
 
So you never can tell who’s your foes and who’s your brothers. 
They all wear a mask, just some more than others. 

 
 
 Blackout 
 
 
 

SCENE FOUR: COURTSHIP 
 

TIME: THE NEXT DAY 
 

SETTING: JONES FAMILY APARTMENT. TWO CHAIRS. ATHENA SEATED, 
READING A BOOK.  APOLLO ENTERS. 
 
 
 ATHENA  

Hey, Pollo.  What’s the hurry? 
 

APOLLO 
Sly’s on the way up here.  He’s coming courting.  I told him you’re a sucker for 
gifts, and he’d better dress to the hilt, cause you won’t give him a second look 
otherwise. 
 

ATHENA:  But you know I can’t stand him, and I don’t want gifts. Least of all from 
him.  
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APOLLO: That’s why I told him the opposite.   
 
A knock on the door 
 

ATHENA: (Gets up)  Hold it.  I gotta put my armor on. You get around the corner 
there and watch my back.  

 
Goes to a mirror and gets into her tough personality. Sits down and continues 
to read.  Sly enters, dressed well, white suit, light blue shirt and tie, white and 
brown saddle shoes, white panama hat. 
 

SLY:  Hey, babe! 
 

ATHENA:   (With attitude)  Are you talking to me?   
 

SLY:  I’m sure not talking to that wall. 
 

ATHENA:  You might have better luck with the wall.  
 

SLY:  Aw, come on, beautiful.  You know the first time I looked at you you melted my 
heart.   

 
ATHENA:  Must be ice if it can melt. 

 
SLY:  You got me wrong.  I’m a tough and a hard man, but I love a woman better 
and more tender than any man. And I got taste. 

 
ATHENA:  Lots of flavor, no savor. I’m not hungry. 

 
SLY:   (Looking for another tack)  This is a new suit.  Looks good, huh? 

 
ATHENA:  Take your hat off.  I don’t like white suits on men. I suppose you brought 
flowers or candy? 

 
SLY:  Now see, that’s what I’m saying. You don’t know me. This is what I brought 
you. (He takes a flashy gold necklace out of his pocket).  Don’t even ask what it 
cost….  (She takes it and looks at it)  It cost a lot. Here. Hold still.  

 
He goes behind her, puts the necklace around her neck. She looks in the 
mirror and for a moment.  
 

ATHENA:  Nice necklace. 
 

SLY: That’s what I’m saying. This is some serious bling. 
 
ATHENA: Where did you get something like that? 
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SLY:  Don’t matter. It’s yours, baby.   

 
ATHENA: (She hands it back to him.)  Sly, you just broke two of my major standing 
rules for men coming on to me: no gifts, don’t get dressed up.   

 
SLY: It looks great on you. Keep it.  
Listen to me now. I gotta tell you, I can’t think of anyone else or anything else since I 
saw you. I got you on my mind all the time. (He pulls the other chair next to her, sits 
down.)  Woman, I think I’m in love with you.  Come on, give me a break. I’ll push all 
the other girls to the end of the bench.   

 
ATHENA:  Are there lots of them? 

 
SLY:  It’s a fact. Can’t deny it.  But you’ll be my number one. 

 
ATHENA:  I got your number already.  Sly, leave me alone. I’m not interested and I 
got a lot to do. 

 
SLY:  You know, I don’t think you do have my number. In fact, I think you’re way off 
the mark. You don’t even know who I am. 

 
ATHENA:  The general aroma is enough. What’sat you’re wearing? Perfume or 
something? Leave me alone, Sly. 

 
SLY:  You know, you’re beautiful.  

 
ATHENA:  You haven’t seen anything yet.  I’ve got an angel tattooed on my back. 

 
SLY:  An angel? What kind of angel? 

 
ATHENA:  What kind!? I’m talking anatomy and you’re classifying angels? 

 
SLY: I hear there’s an angel of death. 

 
ATHENA: It’s my guardian angel. Keeps trouble away. 

 
SLY:  Can’t keep me away.   (Grabs her by the hair, pulls her head back. Puts his 
head close to hers.)  Listen bitch.  I don’t like this shit.  No one treats me like this. 

 
ATHENA:  (Pushes him back)  Back off. This macho attitude get you nowhere. 

 
SLY:  (Pulls her head to his, kisses her, she resists.) 
 
ATHENA:  Hey get outa here.  Hey, that hurts! 
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APOLLO:  (Steps out, pushes Sly. He tumbles over backwards off the chair.  Athena 
runs off.) You got your answer.  Now go on, get out of here. 

 
SLY:  You sonofabitch!  You set me up. You tryin to make a fool out of me? 

 
APOLLO: I’d say your mama already did a good job of that. 

 
SLY:  You watch your step.  You don’t fuck with me. 

 
APOLLO:  Yeah, whatever.   
 
Exit Sly 
 
           
 
 
 
 
 

SCENE FIVE: OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS 
 
SETTING: RODNEY’S OFFICE 
 
TIME: LATER THE SAME DAY 
 
 
Sounds of a fight upstage, ad lib, Sly cursing, Josh, “Hey calm down.”  
 
APOLLO:  (calling from the store)   Dad, there’s some trouble out in front.  
 
ROD:  What is it? 
 
APOLLO:  Looks like Sly and Josh got in a fight. 
 
ROD:  (sighs)  Ask them to come in here. 
 
APOLLO:  (calling across the store)  Hey! Come on over here. Dad wants to talk to 
you. 
 
ROD:  So, what’s the trouble, boys? 
 
SLY:   This pussy tried to push me around. 
 
APOLLO:   But you were the one swinging the broom. 
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SLY:   Butt out of this junior. It’s not your business.  He diss me in front of all these 
people.  I’m not gonna lose respect. Anybody fuck… anybody mess with me, I’m 
gonna polish his…   show him what’s what. 
 
ROD:  Josh, what’s wrong with your head? You bleeding? 
 
APOLLO:  Sly hit him with the broom.  He was trying to drive that line of poor people 
away, and Josh told him to stop. 
 
ROD:   Josh, you can go back out front. Help Apollo pack bags for the handouts. Tell 
everyone we’re sorry about this. There’ll be food for them as always. Everything’s  
fine now. 
 

Josh and Apollo exit upstage. Josh sits on an orange crate, back to the 
audience. A crowd of homeless waiting for groceries gathers on either side of 
him, forming two diagonal lines , a “v” radiating from Josh. 
 

ROS:  Sly, those people are here morning and evening for the food handout. 
          
SLY:   They got more than they bargained for. Bunch of loafers and beggars. 
 
ROD:  Listen, you straighten things out with Josh. We can’t have this kind of thing. 
Those people out in front are my friends; they rely on me. 

   
SLY: Rodney, you sure you can afford to give food away like that? 
 
ROD: It doesn’t cost that much, and it helps a lot of people in need. 
 
SLY: Things don’t work the way you think.  A soft man like you, you’re gonna lose 
everything. What you need is someone who knows how to deal with situations.  
 
ROD: I got Boll Weevil.  
 
SLY:  Who the hell’s Boll Weevil? 
 
ROD:  My office manager and bookkeeper. 

 
SLY:  Where the hell’d he get a name like that? 
 
ROD:  And I got my kids. 
 
SLY:  Your kids are young and they’re like you, soft and good.  You be better off 
business-wise with some mean motha.What you need is a consultant, an 
experienced advisor. Why don’t you let me help out with some business decisions. 
 
ROD:  Business is doing fine.  
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SLY:  Don’t mean disrespect, but at this rate your business gonna be gone in no 
time.  (Exit) 
 
APOLLO:  (Calling from upstage)  Dad, someone here to see you.   
 
ROD:  Can’t talk now. 
 
APOLLO:  Says it’s important. 
 
ROD:  (Calling) Tell him to come on back.  
 

Enter Yale Penningworth.  Suit and tie, briefcase. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Mr. Jones? Rodney Jones? 
 
ROD:  Rodney Jefferson Jones.  Yes sir. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  My name’s Penningworth, Yale Penningworth.  I represent 
Penningworth Financial Management Services. Just thought I’d drop by. I’m hoping 
we can talk over some business.   
 
ROD:  What business is that?   
 
PENNINGWORTH:  You’ve got a really fine store here. Family business.  50 years 
in this neighborhood.  People respect you. 
 
ROD:  Yes sir, that’s right. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:   Business doing okay? 
 
ROD:  It’s been better; it’s been worse. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Well, Mr. Jones, I think this would be a good time to sell, and 
I’m willing to pay handsomely for your business. 
 
ROD:  Sell? 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Yes, cash out, while you’re at the top of your trajectory. 
 
ROD:  Trajectory? 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Yes, the top of your income arc.  You’ve maxed your yield. Your 
income’s marginal; your capital investment non-existent.  You’re getting up there 
agewise. The local neighborhood grocery business is slowing down, in fact, grinding 
to a stop. Times are changing. You must have noticed. The neighborhood’s growing.  
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Turning upscale. Housing costs are skyrocketing.  All over Bronzeville old buildings 
are being torn down and new ones being built. “We’re turning Bronzeville Gold.” 
That’s the motto of Penningworth Financial.  It’s not the same place it was when 
Rodney’s Grocery store started up.  And the new business model requires a new 
kind of man. Takes a lot to survive in a changing world. Gotta dream big; gotta have 
a strong grip.  
 
ROD:  But I have more customers now than ever. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  The competition’s growing. Walmart, Total Foods, Mario’s—all 
buying into the new Bronzeville. 
 
ROD:  Well, Mr. Worthington…. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Penningworth. 
 
ROD:  Mr. Penningworth.  If the competition is getting so stiff, why do you want to 
buy my business? 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Nostalgia.  People will come to a neighborhood market, once 
it’s gone upscale. We’ll call it “The Old Chicago Market,” something like that. Put in a 
deli, add a coffee shop at one end and a little wine bar and café at the other, call it 
the Bronzeville Bistro. Make it an upscale grocery boutique. That’s our concept. It’s a 
niche, but it’s rich! Long-term vision: three new locations in Chicago after year one. 
Of course, we’d have to replace the personnel. 
 
ROD:  Replace the personnel? 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Yes, your staff is really expensive. 
 
ROD:  These people depend on me.  
 
PENNINGWORTH:  But Mr. Jones, if your business goes down, they won’t have 
anything either. Sell now and you’re gonna make a bundle. Think it over.   
 
ROD:  That’s not necessary, Mr. Penningworth. I can’t sell this place. Been in the 
family more than half a century. I can no more sell the store than I can sell my 
daughter or son.  
 
PENNINGWORTH:  I tell you it can’t survive. Its age has passed. 

 
ROD:  Things’ll pick up. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  No. No way. Here’s the hard facts Mr. Jones: Southside Bank is 
going to call in the debts on your mortgage.  
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ROD: My mortgage holder is Number One Chicago Bank. Always has been. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  No more. They sold the paper and Southside bank bought it. 
Costs are sky-rocketing. Your suppliers will be in for a talk with you soon. Deferred 
maintenance, that refrigeration system about to go out.  Cost you probably more 
than half the worth of the whole business. You can’t afford this store anymore.  It’s 
just plain mathematics. 
 

ROD:  Refrigeration system got another couple years.  
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Rodney, your ice cream’s melting, frozen foods are thawing. 
Your rent’s going up too. It hasn’t changed for about ten years now. 
 
ROD:  News to me. Mr. Silbergeld’s owned the building for forty years. Always been 
a fair landlord.  
 
PENNINGWORTH:  He just sold the building to Slotkin Properties, a subsidiary of 
Penningworth Financial. Your rent’s going up to $7000 next month. 
 
ROD:  $7000! That’s over 50% rise! 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  It’s legal. We’ve worked up the papers. I’ve brought them for 
you to sign.  

 
Spreads out some papers 

 
ROD:  I’ll need to think this over.  And discuss it…  With my business manager. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  I didn’t know you had one. 

 
ROD:  Got a cousin in Miami. He can help out. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Sure. You need advice, facing a huge asset roll-over. (Rodney 
looks puzzled.)  That means, you can’t afford this place.  You discuss it. But these 
are the terms of your rent for the coming year.  You’re on monthly at present.  If you 
don’t sign, you’re out of here in thirty days.  
 
ROD:  I always been good to people. Got a lot of good will in the community. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  It doesn’t matter. The issue is cash flow. 

 
ROD:  Made a promise to my dad. Can’t sell. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Gotta sell. Your business is kaputt. Here’s an offer to purchase 
we’ve drawn up.  Paying you $450,000 for the business, all its assets and liabilities.  
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(hands him some documents). Should make for a nice retirement. If you wait a week 
the offer’ll go down 10%. Wait two weeks, it goes down 20%. Here’s my card.  Call 
me. 

 
(Exit) 

 
ROD cradles his head in his hands. Sly enters. The two Macarios stand upstage and 
sing, low, slow and mournful, the spiritual “Hold on”   
www.youtube.com/watch?v=TfvLZjofEXA 

 
SLY:  So, how’s it going? 
 

ROD stares at him. Struggles to say something. His voice catches.. 
 
SLY:  Never mind. I heard it all.  I told you so.  You’re gonna lose the store.  
Maybe not tomorrow, but next week, maybe next month.  No way you  
can save it.  Next year you gonna be on the street. 
 
ROD:  This can’t happen.  God won’t let this happen. 

 
SLY:  If that’s your best hope, you might as well close your doors now.   
If you listen to me we can rescue this business.  But you’re such a goddam poor-
lovin do-gooder, it ain’t gonna happen.  You gonna wreck Rodney’s grocery.   
 
ROD:  (Lowers his head) 
 
SLY:  Rodney, you gotta be strong, and you gotta have fire power. You can hear the 
vultures flapping their wings and screeching out there.  Now get on board.  I’m your 
eagle. We’re gonna fly high.   
 
ROD:  I’ve got a cousin in Miami.  He’s coming up north to help out here. 
 

Lights out. Spotlight on Sly, center stage. Rap rhythm fades in. 
 
 
 
 

INTERLUDE  - SLY DOES THE BEATITUDE RAP 
 

SLY:  This old man’s going down the drain, got nothing but niceness and sugary 
goodness. Where’s that gonna get you in this world. Fool thinks he’s gonna inherit 
the earth. That damn beatitude done more harm than good.   So I wanna sing you 
this song.  It’s called  - “The Beatitude Rap.” 

         
What’s this old man thinking? Feed the poor! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TfvLZjofEXA
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They come onna man like a bad disease,  
Gonna bite da poor dumb sucker like a million fleas. 
What you got in life ain’t what you beg, it’s what you seize. 
Take a sucker by the neck and when you got him, gotta squeeze. 
Gotta squeeze till it hurts, gotta squee ee ee ee-ee ee-eze. 
 
The poor gonna die and inherit the earth,  
Don’t matter what they suffer now, they thinkin’ future worth. 
So what’s it really matter if you cheat em here on earth 
Until they curse their life and the hour of their birth, 
Of their misrable wretched, bir, bir-bir bir birth. 
 
The poor is the problem, the big pollution. 
Don’t worry if it’s lookin like they cause a revolution. 
A little economics and you make em the solution. 
Don’t worry ‘bout the problem of incendiary courses,  
I got a secret weapon and I call it market forces. 
Ya get em where you want em and then you make em pay. 
Squeeze for what they got and you know you found the way. 
Make em work like dogs till the end of the day. 
Now I’m the last man who wanna be mean, 
But you work less, your earnings be lean.  
Thay’s other folks who’ll take your job if you don’t like the pay. 
Ain’t a business gonna last based on generositay. 
You goin down the tubes if you givin it away. 
 
Jesus try to tell me, it’s good to be meek. 
Hey, watcha think I am, some goddam freak? 
Ain’t gonna find unless you seek, 
Ain’t gonna bite without a big sharp beak. 
Won’t inherit no kingdom by bein’ weak.  
Won’t inherit nothing but yesterday’s trash. 
You get rich when you selling the smack and the hash.  
It’s the strong gonna inherit the good old stash, 
Goo goo goo goo go-good old stash. 
 
What you need in life is action, 
And meekness in this world got no traction. 

 
BLACKOUT! 

 
 
 

SCENE SIX: FAMILY GATHERING 
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TIME: CLOSING TIME AT RODNEY’S.  
 
SETTING: THE SAME AS SCENE 2.  
 
MUSIC:  MOURNFUL BLUES PIANO (Charles Brown, “Black Night” 
https//www.youtube.com/watch?v=pSx9V4ftX8k) 
 
 
The Jones Family except Orestes. Josh, Sly, Reverend, Boll Weevil, are gathered in 
the grocery area.  
 
 
ROD: Josh, will you close down the store.  (Josh exits).  I’ve got news my friends, 
bad news. You know that Rodney’s Grocery has been in business for 50 years.  My 
father Ishmael Jones started it after the war. This grocery store’s always been like a 
member of the family. And so are all of you. But now things aren’t going so well.  
Looks like I’m gonna have to sell.   

 
Lots of commotion.  “What?” “Sell Rodney’s? Why?” “No way.” Etc. 

ROD:  I can’t afford to keep it.  Needs all kinds of repairs. You know the refrigeration 
is giving out. The rent’s gonna double.  Bank’s calling in debts. Suppliers are raising 
prices. I can get a loan, but it’s like putting a noose around my neck.  

 
BOLL WEEVIL: You mean, you’d just close the doors, just like that? shut down 
Rodney’s?  

 
ROD:  No, not exactly.  I’ve received an offer from a developer. He wants to buy it.  
The purchaser has a new concept in mind.  They’re keeping the name and changing 
the character of the place.  Upscale boutique grocery store. 

 
BOLL WEEVIL: How about our jobs? 

 
ROD:  I’m afraid you’d have to find new jobs.  Of course I’d keep you on until we 
closed down, then pay you an extra month’s pay.  Maybe the new owners would hire 
you. 

 
BOLL WEEVIL:  That’s a bad deal.  We’ll be wearing shiny black pants, white shirt 
and a bow tie an’ they’ll have us smiling like Stepnfetchit. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  I got no pension.  I planned to work until I die.  Damn well better 
happen soon, I guess. 

 
ROD:  I’m sorry. I’m so sorry.  I don’t see any other way.  But it hasn’t happened yet.  
I just wanted you to know, in case you know of work elsewhere.  It just doesn’t look 
good here.  Now you go on home, and I’ll see if there’s any way to save the place. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pSx9V4ftX8k
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Knock on the door. Josh opens. Mrs. Galadette, a pious busybody, but a 
formidable woman, breezes in with peach cobbler and vanilla ice cream.  
 

MRS. GALADETTE:  Hoodee-hoodee-hoo-hoo! It’s me…  Well, aren’t you a solemn 
bunch now.  Like I always say, peach cobbler and vanilla ice cream’s balm for the 
troubled soul.  Now, come on, let me serve out some portions to you all. 

 
While she dominates the scene, the others talk heatedly in the background, 
some look impatiently at Mrs. Galadette. 

 
REV:  Thank you Mrs. Galadette, but we got some serious things we’re discussing 
here.  Love your peach cobbler, but could you just leave it and leave us in peace. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  (Looks askance at her former pastor)  You still pastoring? Bible 
says, “Woe unto those shepherds who invade the master’s sheepfold to ravish the 
sheep for their own pleasure.” 

 
REV:  I take your point, but I don’t think that’s in the Bible. 

 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Well it oughta be! How’s poor Mrs. Reverend Phillups? Has 
she remarried? 

 
REV:  No Ma’am, she hasn’t. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Poor thing, with those three children.  And no father to raise 
em proper.  Well, heaven knows there aren’t many good fathers out there this day ‘n 
age. My own daughter running around like a wild heathen.  Father passed away 
early and I had to be mother and father to her. So sad.  She’s gonna join a new 
church. St. James Methodist. Holding services again. Thank goodness. The word of 
the Lord need all the voices it can get. 
 
REV: I hear your new pastor, Reverend Bateson, left Bronzeville Baptist. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE: Our poor orphan church, a flock without a shepherd. I lead bible 
studies. 
 
REV: I could come by and preach some times. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE: Don’t even think of it. And what’s become of your paramour?    I 
hear she come to no good. 
 
REV:  Mayella moved to Los Angeles.   
 
MRS. GALADETTE: Word is, she took up with a piano player. 
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REV: I’m afraid that’s right Mrs. Galadette. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE: And that’s what you sacrificed your family for!  Man oh man, 
those chickens sure scratching and cackling loud on their way home to roost….  
 
SLY:  Excuse me ma’am, but this is a family gathering, and we got some serious 
things to discuss, so… 

 
MRS. GALADETTE:  And who on the face of the earth do you think you are?  Not 
family, far as I know.  

 
SLY:  I’m… 

 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Don’t matter. Now you all have some peach cobbler.  It’ll calm 
things down. A great tempering force on all conflict.  

 
SLY:  We don’t need your cobbler. We got business to settle! 

 
MRS. GALADETTE:  You watch your manners you little picaninny. I know your kind. 
You come from slave stock. Written all over you. Field hand. My family was proud to 
be house servants, black aristocracy. Can hear it in my name—Galadette.  Master 
was a Frenchman, big landowner in Louisiana before the Louisiana purchase.   
(To Sly)  You remember your place, hear?  (To Josh)  Who are you?  You’re new 
aren’t you? 

 
 JOSH:  Yes Ma’am.  

 
Mrs. G takes Josh by the arm and strolls downstage. Recruiting him, not 
coming on to him.  The others continue talking among themselves, upset over 
the news of the closing.  
 

MRS. GALADETTE: You have an aura of sanctity about you young man. Kind of 
hard to place you.  Are you black or white? 

 
JOSH:  Actually, I’m both. 

 
MRS. GALADETTE:  What’s that? Whadyou say?... What a fuss here. All these folks 
fussing over something or other, but your face full of calm and quiet. 

 
JOSH:  Rodney’s business is in trouble. He might have to close. 

 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Oh, that poor man.  Just one more in that tragic man’s burden 
of pain. I’ve got my own burden to bear, but not like that.  Seeing how he lost his 
wife.   

 
JOSH:  He did? How did that happen? 
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MRS. GALADETTE:  She was fallen on by a thief in the night, just like a lamb at the 
slaughter, and her, innocent as the driven snow. God sure does work in strange 
ways. With all the troubles and cares He heaps on a good man like that.  
 

Orestes comes skating in on his skateboard, ear plugs plugged in, jiving to 
the music.   
 

MRS. GALADETTE:  There’s that older son of his. “’Restes” they call him, but there 
isn’t much rest and there sure isn’t much ease in that boy. Can’t find work. Hangs 
out with the wrong crowd. A gang.  D’ja see that tattoo on his right arm?  And look at 
those two well-dressed hooligans always following him around. See that sign on 
their jackets. Gang sign. 

 
JOSH:  Looks like a capital “A” with a wreath around the top. 

 
MRS. GALADETTE:  “A’s” for the gang. “Atheists” or something like that. But you 
can bet it’s something godless.  It’s a bad crowd. Those gangs….  Cause all the 
trouble on the south side…  I’m putting the rest of the cobbler here in the 
refrigerator. You don’t let that go to waste, Rodney. Hear?  I’ll drop in and pay you all 
a visit tomorrow. You, young man, (to Josh).  I want you to visit our church on 
Sunday.   I’ll come by and fetch you. (Exit) 

 
APOLLO:  There’s gotta be a way we can keep the place going.  I can get a job. I 
can work at Ripped Body Fitness.  They offered me a job just last week.  Told em I 
had to work here. 

 
ATHENA:  Me too. Get two jobs… wait tables, live at home, save. 

 
ROD:  Children, Whatever happens, I’m gonna get you through college. I promised 
your mother and I promised myself, I’d die before I’d give up on that promise. No 
trouble’s gonna prevent that. 

 
APOLLO:  Don’t worry about me pop.  I’ll be fine. I can outrun trouble. 

 
ATHENA:  Don’t worry about me either. I can outsmart it. I’ll get myself a scholarship 
just like Pollo. 

 
APOLLO:  (To Orestes, who seems lost in his I-Pod world.)  Hey, how about taking 
those stupid plugs out of your ears for a minute and pay attention here.  We’ve got 
problems. 

 
ORESTES:  I heard.  You got problems. 

 
ATHENA:  They’re not your problems? 
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ORESTES:  (Shrugs, plugs himself in again.) 
 

ROD:  You kids go on now, go on upstairs.  Best you can do now is pray. 
 
Exit the three Jones kids. Rodney sits, takes his head in his hands. Reverend 
Phillups and Josh stand behind him. The one touches his head, the other his 
shoulder. 

 
MUSIC: BUDDY GUY, “A MAN AND THE BLUES” 
 
Slow fade to dark. 
 
 

 
 
 

SCENE SEVEN: HOT ROD 
 
TIME: A few minutes later. 
 
SETTING: Indeterminate open space, an upright mirror center stage. 
 
 
 
 
This scene should last about 3 minutes.  No dialogue, just mumbled bits of “dude” 
language, gangster talk, mean motha jive, muttered by RODNEY working into his 
second persona.  
  
RODNEY seated, as at the end of scene 3.  Spotlight tight on him.  The circle of light 
broadens and shows an oblong standing mirror. Rodney gets up, stands in front of 
the mirror at some distance, back to the audience.  Gradually the (fake) mirror lights 
up dimly.  It’s not a mirror but a screen. Images back-projected onto it.  A mirror 
image of Rodney appears in it. He mugs a tough, mean appearance, pencils a thin 
mustache and goatee, slicks back his hair. Takes a gold chain out of his pocket and 
puts it around his neck. Takes a gun out of his pocket, strokes it, takes aim at 
nothing in particular. Strikes threatening poses. Very slowly the “mirror” image of 
Rodney Jefferson morphs into RODNEY JACKSON JONES a.k.a. HOTROD, as he 
will appear in the next act. That is, the image changes, but the Rodney standing, 
back to the audience, remains as at the beginning of Act 1. Spot light goes dark on 
Rodney, leaves the mirror with the image of Hot Rod lit briefly. By the time the lights 
go down Rodney has split into two characters. 
  
BLACKOUT 
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SCENE EIGHT: DOING BUSINESS 

 
TIME: THE NEXT DAY 
 
SETTING: RODNEY’S OFFICE 
 
RODNEY JACKSON JONES, aka HOTROD sits at a desk. Hair slicked back 
(Rodney was woolly). He wears a tight fitting black silk t-shirt and well-pressed 
jacket (Rodney wore baggy clothes and a grocer’s apron), gold chain around his 
neck, big shades. He looks slick (Rodney looked frumpy).  BOLL WEEVIL sits 
opposite, crunching numbers. 
 
HOTROD: Hey Apollo.  
 

Apollo looks in 
 
APOLLO: What’s up Uncle Rod? 
 
HOTROD:  That banker who visited Rodney last week, remember? White man. Suit, 
tie, briefcase? 
 
APOLLO:  Sure 
 
HOTROD: Call him. Here’s his card. Tell him to come by. We got some business to 
do. 
 
APOLLO:  Make an appointment? 

 
HOTROD:  Naw.  I need to see him now. Tell him it’s urgent and let him know that 
showing his ugly face promptly would be appreciated, and “making an appointment” 
might land him in some shit or other. He be cancelling HIS appointments and getting 
his well-paid ass straight over here. 
 
APOLLO:  You got it Unc. Can’t wait to see this.   
 

Apollo goes to the phone upstage. Bits of the phone conversation slip into the 
following dialogue. 

 
HOTROD:  Hey, Sly! Come on in here. 
 
SLY:  Wassup boss? 
 
HOTROD:  Sit down. Did you talk to them over at the fitness center? 
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SLY:  Yeah.  We’re cool.  It’s just… 
 
HOTROD:  Something wrong? 
 
APOLLO: (Downstage center. Into the telephone)   Yes it’s urgent. 
 
SLY:  Yeah, I’d say there’s pretty much something wrong.  They’s some bad shit 
going down in this family.   
 
HOTROD:  What’re you talking about? 
 
SLY:  First, the teen queen Theena come onto me.  
 
HOTROD:  She come onto you? 

 
SLY:  I just being friendly and the bitch misunderstood my intentions. When I 
straightened her out, she call her brother. He try to push me around.  No one push 
me around.  
 
APOLLO:  (Into the telephone)  Rodney’s got no time tomorrow.  Needs to see you 
now. It’s urgent. 
 
HOTROD:  (Ironic, clearly suspicious of Sly’s story)  Maybe I should call em in now. 
Whaddaya say? We’ll have a talk. Straighten things out? Can’t have the owner’s 
daughter hittin’ on the employees. Right? 

 
SLY:  Hell, they just lie about it.  

 
APOLLO:  (into the phone)  That’s right.  Right now.  Mr. Jones has lots of 
commitments. 
 
HOTROD:  Well, suppose you tell me your solution for this particular employer-
employee problem. 
 
SLY:  This Apollo is a real pain in the ass. Best get rid of him. 

 
HOTROD:  Get rid of him?  What’re you proposing? I fire him? 
 
SLY:  No.  More than that. 
 
HOTROD:  Or pop his cap? 
 
SLY:  I don’t know, just send him off to college for all I care.  He show me no 
respect, don’t recognize my position in the business. 
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HOTROD:  Your position?  You got no position.  You’re temporary advisor third 
class, and bottom level hired help for bagging, shelving and sweeping. That’s your 
position. Apollo is flesh and blood. He stays. You just settle your differences with 
him. Maybe it’s you oughta go. 
 
SLY:  Can be arranged.  I got lots of options. 
 
HOTROD:  Options?  Your option is, put your foot ten steps into the ‘hood and those 
gangsters lookin for you gonna stick a big skewer up your ass and make grilled Sly-
kabob outa your skinny.  
 
SLY:  I’m staying because my investors got an interest in Rodney’s.  They want me 
on the job. 
 
HOTROD:  I want you to have a talk with those investors.  I want a big investment in 
Rodney’s.  We got a new business plan now.  We helpin’ out Rodney Jeff, and I’m 
leanin’ on you to do your part. 
 
SLY:  I’m your man, boss.  
 
HOTROD:  Rodney’s Bistro gonna start doing business big time. Meantime, you take 
in your horns. Version I heard of the “Theena-hits-on-Sly” story is, you get all 
dressed up and perfumed and come onto her. Flash some bling at her. Tell her how 
lucky she is to get a man like you. She turns you down cold. You grab her and kiss 
her. She call Apollo and he kick your butt.  
 
SLY:  You believe that shit? 
 
HOTROD:  You steer clear of Theena and Pollo. Any more trouble and you and I are 
gonna take a walk out to the woodshed and straighten out your way of thinking. 
 
APOLLO:  Yale Penningworth to see you. 
 
HOTROD:  Tell him to wait. And bring me two of those small cherry plumbs and a  
couple of baggies. 
 
APOLLO: What? 
 
HOTROD: Two cherry plumbs and two baggies. Got it? 
 

Apollo, puzzled, heads back to the store. Returns with the requested items. 
 
HOTROD:  (to Sly)  We got that straight? 
 
SLY:  Oh yeah. Sure boss. 
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HOTROD:  Apollo, put those two plumbs into one of the bags and put it inside a’  
the other bag.   (Hotrod takes the bag.  To Sly and Apollo) You two got shades? 
 
SLY and APOLLO: Yeah, sure. 
 
HOTROD: Well put em on. Stand over there and look dangerous.  Tell Mr. 
Pennington to come in. 
 

Yale Penningworth enters, in a hurry and excited.  When he sees Hotrod he’s 
taken aback. 

 
HOTROD: Sit down Mr. Pennington. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Penningworth.  Where’s Mr. Jones? 
 
HOTROD:  I am Mr. Jones. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Rodney Jones. 
 
HOTROD:  I am Rodney Jones. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  No, you’re not.  I mean the owner of Rodney’s Grocery. 
 
HOTROD:   I know it’s a little confusing.  I’m Rodney Jackson Jones, Jeff’s cousin, 
the cousin from Miami. You may recall he mentioned me. He’s asked me to stand in 
for him while he’s away for a day or two.  You can call me Rodney Jack. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  I see.  Well, I left some papers with Mr. Jones.  I assume 
they’re ready to complete? 
 
HOTROD:  Pretty much.  Boll Weevil, please bring me the file on Pennington … 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Penningworth. 
 
HOTROD:  …on the agreement with Penningworth Financial. (Takes a file folder 
from Boll Weevil, removes some  papers.) 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  You’ll see that there were some items that needed 
completion— the offer  to purchase and the date we take possession.  In the 
meantime our board has met and agreed on a price. 
 
HOTROD:  And what is the price? 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  We’ve considered the competitors lining up in the 
neighborhood, the age of your store, and your equipment. Your rent’s rising, you’re 
deep in debt. 
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HOTROD: I think you got that wrong.  Our rent remains where it’s been for the next 
five years; we’re getting contributions to the Rodney’s Grocery Investment fund--
hope you’ll consider investing too. And we’ve got a very favorable loan from 
Wellbeing Southside Bank. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  You do? News to me.  Anyway, sweetens our deal.  We’re 
prepared to buy the business for $495,000.  That’s 10% more than the figure we 
discussed last week.  
 
HOTROD:  (says nothing.  Just stares.) 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Maybe you want to check that out. Maybe compare with other 
grocery stores that have changed hands. You might want to have a look on 
buybiz.com 
 
HOTROD:  We had a look on buybiz.com, and on sell.biz.com and on fuck-your-
local-businessman.com.  Had a consultation with our legal staff and our property 
management department.  We figure the value of the store with inventory and 
equipment, in view of future investment prospects, is closer to $1,200,000. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Afraid that’s out of the question, but we could go as high as 
$695,000. 
 
HOTROD:  $995,000, my last offer. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Okay. It’s a deal. We’ll just fill in the blanks and sign the papers.  
I’ve got a check here. I’ll fill in the numbers and sign. 
  
HOTROD:  (Signs the revised purchase agreement and hands it over)  Just needs 
your signature and your initials for the changes, Mr. Penningworth. 
 
 PENNINGWORTH:  Of course. …  (Glances over the contract.)  Hey wait a minute!  
This isn’t a sale contract.  It’s a partnership.  (Mumbles) “Rodney’s Old Chicago 
Grocery”… Partner …  Approval of Rodney Jefferson Jones required…guaranteed 
yearly investment of $995,000…. That’s ridiculous.  It can’t happen.   
          
HOTROD:  Now Mr. Pennyworth, you know as well as I do that Pennyworth 
Financial is turning Bronzeville gold.  But take Rodney’s, and you also take Rodney. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  (Huffs and puffs)  I..I..I want to see Rodney. 
 
HOTROD:  I am Rodney. I’m his manager. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  I mean Rodney Jefferson. 
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HOTROD:  I’m helping out for a while. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Let’s see that in writing.  There’s something fishy going on here.  
Let’s see your power of attorney. 
 
HOTROD:  Got no power of attorney. But I’ll be glad to show you my power. 
 

He reaches into his jacket, takes out a pistol, shows it to Penningworth, and 
puts it on the table. 

 
PENNINGWORTH:  Our lawyers will blow you out of the water. 
 
HOTROD:  Really?  (He takes the baggy with the cherry plumbs.  Dangles it.)  
You see this?  Know what it is? 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  No. 
 
HOTROD:  The testicles of a certain George Farnsworth of Farnsworth Wealth 
Management.  

 
As he talks, he squeezes the plumbs, which squirt around in the baggy and 
dribble  along the inside. 

 
HOTROD:  Mr. Farnsworth wanted to manage Rodney’s.  Rodney signed. Deal’s full 
of fraud. Mr. F. refused to revoke. Talked about a “binding contract.”  He got bound. 
Changed his mind in the end.  Changed his voice too.  Now he’s singing soprano in 
the church choir.  Right boys? (To Sly and Apollo) 
 
SLY and APOLLO: Thass right boss. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  But…but, this is extortion.   
 
HOTROD:  Mr. Pennyworth, this is not extortion.  This is partnership.  You’re casting 
your lot with a serious partner.  Together, we’re gonna make a lot of money.  You try 
to go your own way, and you won’t prosper here…  Would you like a cigar? 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  No, thanks.  
 

(HOTROD lights up. Leans back.)  

HOTROD:  Lemme explain your situation here. You’re a white man buying up 
Bronzeville. Everyone in Bronzeville knows Rodney.  And everyone loves him. Get a 
little unity in this community, and they squash you.   

PENNINGWORTH: Why would they do that? I’m creating jobs and wealth.  

 
HOTROD: Did you talk to Slim Willy over at Ripped Body Fitness Center today? 
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PENNINGWORTH: Yes I did. 
 
HOTROD: How’s business. 
 
PENNINGWORTH: Fine. 
 
HOTROD: Really?   
 
PENNINGWORTH: Well, he said no one’s been in this morning. 
 
HOTROD: And usually there’s fifty or sixty in by now.  There won’t be any customers 
in the afternoon either. You lookin’ at a one-day boycott of Ripped Body. I sound my 
bugle and the black cavalry come riding to the rescue. Did it with one Twitter  
#SaveRodney’s. Here’s my call to action: big shot white bankers taking Rodney 
Jones to the cleaners. Hear what I’m saying? Gonna shut down Rodney’s Grocery. 
Get what I’m saying?  Now I want you to call up in your imagination a month-long 
boycott of all your business interests in Bronzeville.  Or even a year long. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  (Pale and shaken.)  This is outrageous. You won’t get away 
with it. 
 
 
HOTROD:  That’s what they said about the bus boycott in Montgomery Alabama. 
What I’m saying is, Rodney Jefferson Jones is the Rosa Parks of Bronzeville. You 
think Bronzeville needs you?  We can shut down your whole operation. Shut you out 
of the new Bronzeville and it’ll turn gold anyway.  
  
PENNINGWORTH:  (Signs the contract.)   
 
HOTROD:  And I’ll take the check.    (Penningworth hands it over.)  Thanks.  Boll 
Weevil, will you get Mr. Penningworth a copy of this document and a receipt for the 
check.   
 
PENNINGWORTH: (Gets up to go).  Watch yourself, Jones. You don’t know what 
you’re up against here. 
 
HOTROD:  And put this in the garbage on your way out, will you?  

 
Hotrod hands Penningworth the baggy, red with cherry plumb juice.  Exit 
Penningworth holding the bag gingerly.. 

 
SLY:  Man! Boss, you are one sizzling dude!  Call you Hot Rod from now on! 
 
HOTROD:  Simple.  You just gotta know how to make a rich man pay his dues.   
Amazing how stingy these fatcats can be. 
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MUSIC: JELLY ROLL MORTON, “SHREVEPORT STOMPS.”  
 
 
QUICK FADE TO BLACK 
 
 

 
 

 
 

SCENE NINE: GREAT EXPECTATIONS 
 
TIME: SOME TIME LATER 
 
SETTING: RODNEY’S GROCERY AFTER BISTRO-FICATION 
 
The new Rodney’s Grocery.  New sign on the window,  “Rodney’s Old Chicago 
Grocery, Café, Deli and Bistro.” New employees in white shirts and black pants. 
Customers circulating. ATHENA and BOLL WEEVIL. 
 
MUSIC: JELLY ROLL MORTON, “GRANDPA’S SPELLS”  
 
 
 
ATHENA:  That new sign, the new refrigeration system, new displays. Got all that  
so fast?  
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  New paint job, new roof. Had to move out the poor people while the 
work went on. Hot Rod says we bring em back next week. 
 
ATHENA:  Wow! This stuff must cost a fortune.  Where’s the money coming from? 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Rodney Jack is milking all the local cows. And we took out a few 
loans. Got some bank handing out cash to Rodney Jack.  
 

HOTROD and SLY drive up in a shiny new black Cadillac SUV with full size 
flashy chrome rims. HOTROD gets out, walks around, bursting his buttons 
with pride. 

 
HOTROD:  Hey, Pollo, come have a look at the new Rod’s Grocery van and delivery 
vehicle. 
 
APOLLO:  You bought a Cadillac?  And this is our delivery van? We don’t deliver. 
 
HOTROD:  Naw, that story about delivery is for tax purposes. This is for symbolism.  
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This is the new Rodney’s. We gotta look the part. Look at this. The tinted windows, 
the jet black interior.  Man, that is sumptuosity!   
 
SLY:  Hey, wait a minute. Oh, Damn! Look at those chrome rims. Oh, man! They 
gave you the Boogee rims.  I asked for Ghetto Bandit.  Damn!  I told him plain as 
day, 22 inch Ghetto Bandits. 
 
HOTROD:  Well, we’ll just make do with Boogee.  They look fine.   
 
ATHENA:  What did this thing cost? 
 
HOTROD: Man! Look at that dashboard.  That’s a control panel.  Looks like the  
starship Enterprise! 
 
ATHENA:   How much did it cost? 
 
HOTROD:  It’s the premium ESV.  It’s got the TV and computer in the back, 
entertainment center, 3 headphone sets, wireless interface.  Whole damn thing’s run 
by computer. 
 
ATHENA:  Did you ask daddy about this? This is not daddy’s style. 
 
HOTROD:  Sure. You gotta understand, Theena, Rodney’s Grocery got a new face 
now, and we gotta show some dash and some splash. The maroon and gold flame 
detailing goes right here on the side, wraps around the new name, “Rodney’s Old 
Chicago Grocery, Café, Deli and Bistro.” That’s high style, chyle.  
 
ATHENA:  Are we in debt? 
 
SLY:  You gotta understand… 
 
ATHENA:  Everybody’s thinking I gotta understand. I understand.  We’re going way 
into debt. 
 
SLY:  Psssh.  Debt?  That’s what they call penny-ante loans for poor folk.  What 
we’re doing here is, we’re taking on some risk. Risk is capitalist heroism.  
You wanta score big, you take on risk. “Old Chicago”’s scoring big. We got venture 
capitalists knocking at our doors now. Boll Weevil’s got his spread sheet spreading. 
We got expectations. Now, Come on, lemme take you for a ride.  Hop in.  Sit in my 
Cad for a while and your values will morph. 

 
Athena gives him an incredulous look, like “Don’t you ever learn?” 

 
ATHENA:  Your Cad?! …  Uncle Rod, can I talk with you in private for a minute? 
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BLACKOUT 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SCENE TEN: REMEMBERING MAMA 
 
 

TIME: THE SAME DAY, EVENING  
 
SETTING: ATHENA’S ROOM 
 
 
ATHENA and APOLLO.  Athena is searching through a shoe box with old photos, 
letters, etc.  The photos get projected onto a screen upstage. 
 
 
ATHENA: Here’s one where I was three. I just came back from the hospital, and 
mama’s holding me. Had my tonsils out. Funny, I remember that. I remember her 
holding me, talking and singing to me.  
 
APOLLO: No way you can remember something from age three.  I don’t remember a 
thing about her, just she keep telling me not to play basketball out in the alley all the 
time. That’s about it.   
 
ATHENA: I remember how she put me in bed and tucked me in. I can feel it still. I 
feel her body warm on mine, hear her voice, smell her perfume…  That kid Mazy 
said something, got me wondering.   
 
APOLLO: She’s crazy. Don’t pay any attention. 
 
ATHENA: Mazy mouths off when we’re doing good to her. And then there were 
some comments by other kids. I thought they were just trash-talking and I trashed 
their mamas back…  We don’t know anything about her. Ask daddy and she’s Saint 
Savannah the Sacred. 
 

A photo of Rodney and Savannah Jones on the screen. Hugging, smiling, 
looking happy. Orestes enters. The two bodyguards upstage. 

 
ORESTES: Hey Theena, Hey Pollo. What’s up? 
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ATHENA: You think something gotta be up for you to come talk to us? 
   
ORESTES: Chill, girl. Why did you want to talk to me? 
 
ATHENA: (Angry)  Open your eyes.  Are you a member of this family, or what? 
 
ORESTES: Yes I am. 
 
ATHENA:  But all  you do here is jive around with your head out in cyberspace or 
wherever.  You know this family’s in trouble?   
 
ORESTES: Sure I know. 
 
ATHENA: But you don’t care. 
 
ORESTES: More than you know.  (He notices the picture of Rodney and Savannah.) 
What’s that about? 
 
ATHENA: What’s that about?! Hey, man, come back to planet earth.  
 
ORESTES: Can I see that picture? (She hands it over. He looks at it for a minute, 
then tears it up and drops the pieces on the ground. He turns to leave.) 
 
ATHENA: (Jumps up, grabs his shirt sleeve and holds him.)  Why’d you do that? 
Why you dishonor your mother?  
 
ORESTES: You didn’t know our mother like I did.  Lemme go. 
 
ATHENA: No, you stay here until you’ve told me what  you mean by that.  
 
ORESTES: I gotta go. 
 
APOLLO: Hold on. I’m curious why you tore up that picture too. If there’s some 
mystery about her, we want to know. 
 
ORESTES: Trust me. You don’t want to know. 
 
APOLLO: Well, now you really got my curiosity up.  Tell me what this big secret is. 
 
ORESTES: (Hesitating)  Theena, you go on downstairs. Help daddy. 
 
ATHENA: (Shouting at the top of her voice)  I’m not going anywhere!  You tell me! 
 
ORESTES: (Long silence, then..)  I’m sorry you got onto this.  I wish we could all go 
to our grave thinking well of Savannah Jones.  She wasn’t the good woman my 
father thought she was. Shall I go on? 
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APOLLO and ATHENA: Yes. Sure. 
 
ORESTES: She slept with every man who sweet-talked her, sometimes in our 
house, sometimes while my dad was downstairs tending the store and could hear 
the noises she made with her lovers. Sometimes earned money doing it.  Savannah 
Jones, biggest whore in the Big Windy.  Dad worshipped that woman, the poor fool.  
I once went to him and told him about her.  All he said was, respect your mother.  
Don’t pay attention to gossip. Dad is not capable of thinking bad of anyone.  
 
 Athena half sits, half collapses on the floor, holds her head in her hands. 
 
ATHENA: (Frantic.)  No, no. I don’t want to hear this. You’re lying.  
 
APOLLO: Why didn’t you do something?  Why didn’t you confront her?   
 
ORESTES: Oh, I did. I confronted her all right. 
 
ATHENA: (Still frantic.)  Why are you lying? Why are you doing this? You’re not our 
brother.  Who are you anyway? And who are these two guys? (Pointing to the 
bodyguards). 
 
ORESTES: They’re friends. 
 
ATHENA: Then how come they look like lawyers and you look like a gangbanger? 
 
ORESTES: They like to dress well. 
 
ATHENA:  And what’s that “A” on their jacket?  Mrs. Galadette says it’s a gang 
emblem. “Atheists” or something like that.   
 
ORESTES: It stands for “Athenians.”  It’s a community organization.  They do a lot of 
good.  They protect people. 
 
ATHENA: Who they protect? You? 
 
ORESTES:  Me too. And you. And the family. 
 
ATHENA: (To the bodyguards)  Hey you.  Yeah, you. Who are you? Why you follow 
my brother around?  
 
 The bodyguards show confusion.  
 
ORESTES: I guess it’s time you know about me.  
The Athenians are a gang, if you want to call it that. We call it the Athenian Society. 
It’s got many members. Got a state department and a justice department. We’re 
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non-violent. We provide education and health care. People in need get protection 
from landlords and other gangs.  
We started the society when I was in Danville State Prison. (The two bodyguards 
sing in the background “No More my Lawd” --  
https://archive.org/details/negroprisonsongs )  My cell mate was a big, tough dude 
called Jake Pepper.  They mostly called him just Big Pep.  Now Big Pep and I got 
privileges.  We worked out a way to stop rape in our section. It spread to the whole 
prison. Rapists started turning up in solitaire or dead or just disappeared, no one 
knew where. Suited the warden and guards. They were on a campaign to clean 
things up, to end what had become a system of control, and still is in the worst 
prisons. In Danville it stopped. We made the administration look good. We got 
respect from other prisoners. Come to us for protection and for justice. Even the 
guards. I’m the judge; Big Pep’s the enforcer. Prison’s a hell-hole. You get a lot of 
bad things, but you also get a clear sense of right and wrong.  And a sharp sense of 
compassion for men suffering injustice. And a red hot hatred of wardens and guards 
making savage criminals of men who could be rehabilitated. The Athenian Society 
started when people started coming to me to settle disputes. Pretty soon we got a 
gang of about 200. Some in prison, some out. Everyone wants in, and we make the 
Athenian constitution for Chicago. Got a whole population of men suffering injustice. 
Don’t matter if they’re really criminals or not. They’re suffering hell from a corrupt, 
rotten system. Show them a leader, and they swarm to him.  
 
APOLLO: That means, you’re the head of this “Society”? 
 
ORESTES: Yes, that’s right.  
 
ATHENA: That’s why you look like an ex-con and they (the bodyguards) look like 
Macy’s Mens Store? 
 
ORESTES: I dress this way for protection.  The Athenians have grown a lot. They’re 
forcing out other gangs. Whole gangs now come to us for membership. We’re trying 
to absorb the really violent groups and shut them down. That’s not a healthy thing to 
do. Lot of people want me dead. They got to Big Pep. Some unhappy ex-rapist on 
parole. Cut his throat. If you knew about me and I hung around here as the head of 
the Athenians, you’d be in danger too. 
 
ATHENA: So that’s why you only come home once a week or so? 
 
ORESTES: That’s right. Big Pep and me got this idea that we make an alliance of 
gangs, turn em around. End gang activity as crime and make it serve justice and the 
community. This gang crime is what the white police want. Racists need black 
people to be criminals; they want us to shoot each other, buy and sell heroin and 
crack cocaine, and land in prison. It proves their racist views are true and creates 
more racists and more prisons. And it protects the murder of black people by cops. 
What we got in the Athenians is an alternate system of justice. And if you know the 
story your names come from you know we do for Chicago what Athena, Apollo and 

https://archive.org/details/negroprisonsongs
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Orestes did for Athens. We banish prison and we banish capital punishment. From 
now on, this is where justice rolls down in Chicago…   I didn’t tell the family because 
I was living underground. I thought it would protect you all from people out to get me. 
Looks now like the danger isn’t my gang troubles.  It’s Hot Rod and Sly.  
 
BLACKOUT! 
 
 

 
 
 

SCENE ELEVEN: THE DAY’S MAIL  
 

SETTING: Rodney’s Old Chicago Grocery, Deli and Bistro 
 
TIME: The next day 
 
 
 
SLY:  Hey, Boll Weevil.  Did the morning mail go out yet? 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Nope. Still in the office. 
 
SLY:  Well, get it and ask Apollo to run it over to the post office. Hotrod wants it to go 
out right away this morning.  And put this package in.  Hotrod want that delivered 
right away. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Why, what is it?   
 
SLY:  How should I know? Don’t worry about it.  
     
BOLL WEEVIL:  When I worry about things there’s a lot less trouble in this store. I’ll 
take it myself.   (About to go) 
 
SLY:  No, let Pollo take it. He runs. You shuffle.  

 
Boll Weevil shrugs 
 

SLY:   Say, how did you get that name Boll Weevil anyway? Boll weevil’s a pest  
isn’t it? 
 
BOLL WEEVIL: Depends on how you look at it. The boll weevil is the plague of 
cotton fields, hated and feared by plantation owners, more than rainstorms at 
harvest, more than slave revolts. You see, my mommy and daddy, they grew up in 
the south and they picked cotton.  Their mommy and daddy picked cotton too, and 
so did theirs, back maybe 300 years.  And from one generation to another, what they 
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handed down to their kids was the last generation’s hate of cotton. By the time they 
had me that hate had grown so hot and so powerful that my mommy and daddy 
wanted more than anything to lay waste to cotton fields and cotton picking.  So they 
called me Boll Weevil thinking they’d make me into that plague of cotton.  For 
centuries they broke their backs, cut their hands to shreds, wasted their soul … 
 
SLY:  (Interrupts)  Yeah yeah, whatever.  Okay.  Now get the mail before Pollo 
goes… And be careful.  There are exterminators out there.  
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Ain’t easy to exterminate me.  (shuffles off) 
 
SLY:    (to audience)  So, you can see I’ve laid a few plots here.  Got a big problem 
with these kids.  But I’m working on it. Hotrod’s head is swimming with dreams of 
prosperity. Funny thing about dreams of prosperity. They’s always scams and 
swindles swarming around a man’s dreams. Those dreams have their price. They 
can turn on you and eat you up. The new economy gets hungry, just like you and 
me.  Wanna live by it, you gotta feed it something in return. Sometimes it even eats 
its own children. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Pollo, Rodney Jack’s in a hurry with that mail.   
 
APOLLO:  I’m outa here. Back soon. 
 

Apollo rushes out in his gym clothes and sneakers, takes the mail and jogs 
out the front door. Josh and Rev. Phillups have been watching from upstage, 
now come downstage center. 

 
REV:  You’d better do something here.  Look what’s happening to Hotrod.   
 
JOSH:  Let’s see. Maybe he’ll come around.   
 
REV:  Can’t see that.  Did you see the look in his eye when he admired that new 
car?  I’d say he’s damn near mesmerized. 
 
JOSH:  What? 
 
REV:   Mesmerized, or hypnotized, or lobotomized.  He’s a different man. 

 
JOSH:  He’s adapting. It’s Apollo who’s in danger. Maybe you can save him. 
          
REV:  Me?  You’re Jesus Christ in person and you tell me I should save Apollo. 
Maybe you aughta get busy and do some redeeming.  Our whole rescue enterprise 
is about to go belly-up.  If you can’t bring some justice when you’re here, walking 
with us, when can you? 
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JOSH:  I can’t help. I can’t act. I’m more a principle. I offer shelter and consolation 
and hope. But I can’t rescue businesses and I can’t thwart grifters.  
 
REV: Well, now, you know who Sly is. He doesn’t seem to be bound like you. He’s 
pretty active. Thought you were here to save mankind. 
 
JOSH: I’m just here to watch mankind save itself. 
  
REV:   But it’s not.  It’s going the route it usually goes.  Even the good man of 
Bronzeville is being corrupted, and we just stand by and watch! Seems to me the 
redemption train’s going off the track here. 
 
BLACKOUT! 
 
END OF ACT ONE 
 

 
 
 
ACT TWO 

 
 

SCENE ONE: JAIL! 
 

 
TIME: SAME DAY, LATER 
 
SETTING: RODNEY’S GROCERY, OFFICE.  
 
HOTROD and BOLL WEEVIL at the desk shuffling papers.  
 
BOLL WEEVIL:   If this isn’t a miracle, I never seen one.  What we got in the bank 
now is eye-poppin’.  The place is crowded from morning to evening.  Gotta hire new 
staff.   
 
ATHENA:  (enters from upstage)  Any word from daddy? 
 
HOTROD:   Rodney Jeff? Oh he’s fine I’m sure. 
 
ATHENA:  Where is he? 
 

The phone rings.  BOLL WEEVIL answers. SLY lurks in the background. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Yes.  This is Rodney’s Grocery…  Apollo Jones?  His dad ain’t here 
at present….  Mamma’s passed.  Wanna talk to his uncle?  For you Rodney Jack.  
Police.  Something bout Pollo. 
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HOTROD:  This is Rodney Jones. 

 
Spotlight upper level right.  Police Station. Police officer standing at a counter. 
Apollo in his jogging outfit, handcuffed, hands behind him, standing upright 
with his head bowed. Audience sees/hears both sides of the conversation. 
 

COP:  You’re the next of kin of Apollo Jones? 
 
HOTROD:  In a manner of speaking, yes. 
 
COP:  Is that supposed to be a joke?  This is Sgt. Barnes, Chicago  
Police Department.  I’m calling to tell you that Apollo Jones is at Chicago County 
Jail.  He’s under arrest.   
 
HOTROD:  Arrest!?  What for? 
 
COP:  Drugs. Sale and possession. 
 
HOTROD:  Drugs!  That’s not possible.  (his voice changes to Rodney Jefferson)  
That boy never came near anything stronger than aspirin.  
 
COP:  Caught him running with a stash of cocaine, worth $50,000 on  
the street. Sped up when the police stopped him.  Had a hell of a time catching him. 
 
HOTROD:  He’s an athlete.  That’s why he’s running.  He’s a good boy. Never did 
anything wrong. 
 
COP:  He’s being booked. I’m not calling to hear you defend him. I’m just telling  
you, he’s under arrest, at county jail. You probably want to get him a lawyer.  
(hangs up.) 
 

The spotlight stays on COP and APOLLO. 
 
HOTROD:  Pollo’s been arrested.   
 
ATHENA and BOLL WEEVIL: (Ad lib)  What?  Why! What’s going on? 
 
HOTROD: They say he’s carrying a lot of cocaine, worth $50,000. He ran away 
when the police tried to stop him.  
 
ATHENA:  Apollo! Cocaine!  That’s crazy. That can’t be.  This is some really insane 
mistake.  
 
SLY:    (Joins them, with a wink to the audience.)  Can’t be.  Ain’t possible.  Apollo’s 
pure as the driven snow. 
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Confusion and outcry, improvised. 

 
HOTROD/ROD:  Anybody know anything about this? 

  
ATHENA:  Where in hell would Apollo get $50,000 worth of cocaine? 
Get a lawyer down there right away.  The cops’ll do anything in a situation like this. 
 
HOTROD:  Boll Weevil. Call Mr. Rosencrantz.  Tell him what’s going on. Ask him to 
get down to county jail right away.  Get Apollo outa there. 
 

All exit in a hurry. Main stage dark. Spotlight on COP and APOLLO.  
 
COP:    (to Apollo)  Your family’s on the way, boy.  They’re gonna get you a lawyer.  
Looks like you need one.   
 
APOLLO:  I didn’t do anything.  I was out jogging and delivered the mail to the post 
office.   
 
COP:  Is that it?  And this box full of cocaine.  I suppose it just up and pressed itself 
in your hands by magic? 
 
APOLLO:  That can’t be cocaine.  My uncle will clear it up. 
 
COP:  Oh, your uncle.  Well, that’s good. 
 

Light goes on upper level left.  Second policeman on the phone. The phone 
rings at county jail.  

 
COP:  County Jail.  Barnes speaking. 

 
The two policemen talk in male macho locker room style swagger. 

         
COP TWO :  Hey Micky, it’s Brad over at seventeenth district.  

 
MICKY:  Hey Brad. How’s it hangin’? 
 
BRAD:  Sometimes it’s hangin’; sometimes’ it’s bangin’. 
 
MICKY:  Well, Big-Bang-Brad, what can I do for you? 
 
BRAD:  Well, Big-Dicky-Micky, just called to see if you got any fish in your net? 
 
MICKY:    (looks Apollo up and down)   Yeah, I got a keeper here.  What do you 
need? 
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BRAD:  Black male. 
 

Micky musters Apollo with each line. 
 
MICKY:  Check. 
 
BRAD:  About 25. 
 
MICKY:    (to Apollo)  Hey, how old are you? 
 
APOLLO:  Eighteen. 
 
MICKY:  Says he’s eighteen. 
 
BRAD:  Close enough. About 5’ 7” 
 
MICKY:   Nope. 6’ 4” 
 
BRAD:  Dreadlocks.  
 
MICKY:  Nope. Close cut and woolly. 
 
BRAD:  Greasy jeans, torn tee shirt. Maybe some blood. Scratches, face and 
shoulders. 
 
MICKY:  Nope.  Jogging outfit, clean as a whistle. 
 
BRAD:  What’s he up for? 
 
MICKY:  Delivering a package of cocaine, enough to put him away for some time. 
What do you need? 
 
BRAD:  Rape. 
 
MICKY:  You got a witness? 
 
BRAD:  Can always get one. 
 
MICKY:  Who’s your victim? 
 
BRAD:  White girl. Student from ITT.  Location when you took him? 
 
MICKY:  Bronzeville, 35th near White Sox stadium. 
 
BRAD:  Perfect.  I’ll send a car for him… Oh, Micky, we got a couple of murders  
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over here.  Coupla female victims. Adds onto drugs and rape pretty handily. Any 
chance…?  
 
MICKY:  Fraid not.  He’s got no record, got a respectable family, maybe a lawyer. 
Drugs and rape’s pushing it. 
 
BRAD:  Too bad.  Thanks. I owe you a beer. (hangs up. Lights out on Cop Two.) 
 
MICKY:     (to Apollo)   Looks like you’re in deep shit, young man. (releases him from 
the pipe, but refastens the handcuffs.)  Come on over here.  Step into our confession 
booth. 
 
APOLLO:  You bastards!! 
 
BLACKOUT! 
 
 

 
 

 
SCENE TWO: RODNEY VS. RODNEY 

 
 
SETTING: OPEN SPACE, INDETERMINATE 
 
TIME: AN HOUR LATER 
 
As in Act One Scene Four. RODNEY JACK stands in front of the mirror/screen.  
Gradually RODNEY JEFF appears in the mirror. 
 
RODNEY:  How could we have let this happen?   
 
HOTROD:  Don’t blame me.  I didn’t know Apollo was gonna get arrested. I didn’t  
have anything to do with it. 
 
ROD:  Apollo in prison. In prison! And with those charges against him! They can’t 
make those charges stick, can they?  
 
HOTROD:  He’s being framed.  It’s obviously a setup. They’re feeding him through 
the meat-grinder, the special one for black meat.   
 
ROD:    (a tenuous hold on his self-control)  You can’t let this happen. Please do 
something Rodney Jack. 
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HOTROD:  I’m doing what I can. I got our lawyer on it.  I’ll talk to the police.  But if he 
gets charged and fed into the court system we don’t have much hope. They can 
claim whatever they want. Truth don’t matter. 
 
ROD: I’m going to the  police. I’ll explain things to them. They’ll understand. People 
know me. I always been good to people. Got a lot of good will in the community. 
 
HOTROD: Rodney, Don’t be a damned fool.  Let me handle this.  Don’t mess with it. 
That’s Apollo’s best chance.  
 
ROD: I’m going!  Rodney Jack, no disrespect, but you’re causing trouble here. This 
wouldn’t have happened before.  
 
HOTROD:  Now stop it Rod.  You know damned well that the store was going down 
the toilet.  That’s why you needed me. Look at us now.  You complaining?! We’re 
sailing! We’re flying high and fast! We’re the 747 of grocery stores. Everything new, 
updated, new systems. We got customers lined up. You need a take-a-number 
system just to get in the door. 
 
ROD:  And no lines for the poor anymore. 
 
HOTROD:  Leave me alone dammit! I’m turning this business around. 
 
ROD:  And that Cadillac!  Watch out Rodney Jack.  Watch out for yourself. 
 
HOTROD:  Ya dumb nigga! I am yourself! 
 
 
BLACKOUT! 
 

 
 
 

 
 

SCENE THREE: JUSTICE ADJUSTED 
 
 
In the district station, Cook County jail.  A policeman, Lieutenant Kinnard (same 
actor who played Sgt. Michael Barnes), at a desk, shirt and tie, shirt open at the 
collar, sleeves rolled up. Rodney Jeff enters, sits across from him. Rodney Jeff now 
speaks in his own person as father, understated, gently desperate. 
 
KINNARD: Mr. Jones? I’m Lieutenant Brian Kinnard. Please have a seat. 
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RODNEY: My boy’s never been in trouble.  He’s an athlete. He’s got a full 
scholarship to the university in the fall. Why would he do something like this? Never 
touched drugs. You got the wrong man. 
 
KINNARD: Mr. Jones.  We got a signed confession from him. Wrote and signed it 
himself. Here it is. (Hands him a piece of paper.) 
 
RODNEY: It’s not true. 
 
KINNARD: We also got a video recording of his confession.  Want to see it? 
 
RODNEY: No. It wouldn’t make any difference. It’s not true. 
 
KINNARD: We got a big package of cocaine, we got two witnesses who swear they 
saw him with the girl prior to the rape. 
 
RODNEY: It’s a lie, a set-up. He’s innocent. Please let him go free. 
 
KINNARD: I can’t do that Mr. Jones.  
 
ROD: Sure you can. Took him without cause; you can release him. 
 
KINNARD: There’s that package of cocaine. Got an explanation for that? (Rod 
doesn’t answer.)  You know what Mr. Jones? I think there probably is an explanation 
that would get your boy off free. I gotta tell you: I suspect the charges are false and 
that your son is innocent.  
 
ROD: You do? Well then, let him go. 
 
KINNARD: Even innocent people some times have to pay. Some times there’s a 
deficit of justice that needs to be made up. That’s the situation we’re facing here.  
 
ROD: I don’t get it. The charges are false, but he’s not innocent?  Come again? Did I 
understand you right? 
 
KINNARD: You got what I said, But I don’t think you understand it. If we were going 
only by the law, your son would be freed, but we’re going by justice here.   
 
ROD: Justice? An innocent man held on false charges? That’s justice? 
 
KINNARD: In some cases it it.  And I welcome the chance to explain this, because 
I’ve spent a lot of time thinking about it.  A lot of time. You know that colored people 
are jailed all the time on false charges or minor charges, sometimes executed, 
mostly put in prison.  That isn’t law; it’s collective justice. It’s the burden of history 
catching up to black folk. 
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ROD: What the hell do you mean? 
 
KINNARD: You think the white criminal justice system would do that without some 
bigger justification? And you know what that bigger justification is?  
 
ROD: Lieutenant, I just want my boy back. I don’t need a lecture on white man’s 
justice. 
  
KINNARD: It’s history. 
 
ROD: History!? 
 
KINNARD: You see, white people enslaved black people. It wasn’t easy. It took a lot 
of effort, it cost us serious self-deception. That’s wearing on the white man’s 
conscience and peace of mind.   
 

Kinnard gets up from his desk, walks downstage and speaks more to the 
audience than to Rodney. 

 
Now I know you’re impatient to get your son back, and I understand that. I’m a 
human being, and I’m a loving father.  So I want you to understand why it’s nothing 
personal. It’s not even racist. It’s just history. 
How old is your boy? 
 
ROD: 18. 
 
KINNARD: So, you had 18 years of a good family life, and now you’re paying a 
collective debt.  Your son will be jailed a while.  Think of it like back in the days when 
young men were drafted for the military.  Everybody had to serve; they owed it to the 
country. It was a collective obligation. Now every young black man has to serve jail 
time to work off the collective debt of history. 

It’s the acceptance of slavery, it’s black people living in slavery and not killing 
their slave masters, that runs up a debt on the account of every justice-loving white 
man. That hatred’s gotta be there, and it’s like a great big steel spring hidden out of 
sight but wound tight, and it keeps getting tighter and tighter.  Everyone knows it’s 
gonna break and uncoil some day.   
Because you hid your hate from us, we hated and mistrusted you in return.  We 
forced you to do it, but you did it, and you forced inhumanity on the white man.  
We founded this country on life, liberty, equality—we became the managers of a 
brutal and inhumane system. That gets on a man’s nerves, living that kind of double 
life, preaching the constitution and bill of rights while hating and being hated, fearing 
and being feared, committing the crime of slave-holding and getting away with it. It’s 
not easy to deprive a whole race of people of their humanity, and have that guilt sit 
on your shoulders like a vulture. It wears you down.  

If colored people don’t attack and kill white people, it’s just because they 
haven’t done it yet, but they will. That unpaid debt’s gonna be collected some day. If 
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they don’t shoot us, it’s just because of the restraint of the law. We need the law to 
protect us from justice.  

In the eyes of police, every black man is already a criminal, You come into the 
world as a criminal.  It’s the black American’s original sin. You got no criminal acts? 
Doesn’t mean you’re innocent.  What’s cooking in that big black cloud hanging over 
us all is the crime we all know you’re going to commit. White people just practice 
foresight and treat it as if it had already been committed. Cops shoot to kill just 
cause of that universal threat that black people are, and they’d shoot to kill Jesus 
Christ if he had a black face and tattoos and sagged his pants and were stopped for 
a traffic violation. 
Your trouble is, you take the white man for granted. You come in here and ask me to 
free your son, as if there weren’t a bigger issue at work.  
The white man’s hate of the black man is his fear of his own inhumanity. You think 
inhumanity is easy, and that cover of law helps?  It’s not easy.  It’s exhausting.  It’s 
wearing me down. I see through the system. And I can tell you, I can’t wait until I can 
retire. That’s the whole logic of the system right there. I can’t wait to return to 
humanity, live well, respect my neighbor—black or white—and live free of fear, 
preach justice and practice it. But hating and fearing black people won’t let me free.  
I’m badly misunderstood.  The people I mistreat think I like to do it. But really, I can’t 
stand it. Justice?  We’ve got justice here and now in the city of Chicago and 
throughout these united states, but it’s historically adjusted justice. We need the law 
to protect us from real justice. Do you understand now? 
  
ROD: I understand that you and the system are crazy. And you’re holding my son in 
prison because of this craziness. 
 
KINNARD: Well, let’s see you stop it. 
 
BLACKOUT 
 
MUSIC: B. B. King, “Must be a better World out there somewhere” 
 
 

 
 
 

SCENE FOUR: THEENA GETS A BODYGUARD 
 
TIME: Later the same day 
 
SETTING: Athena’s room 
 
 
ATHENA sitting on the ground, cradling her head in her hands.  Orestes enters. 
Stands behind her. The two bodyguards in the background, hum “Hold On” and 
move to the rhythm. 
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ATHENA:  Restes, I’m afraid. I’ve never been afraid in my life, but I’m scared now. 
 
ORESTES: What of? 
 
ATHENA: Everything. I feel like the ground’s falling out from under me.   
 
ORESTES: (Takes her in his arms, big hug, strokes her hair gently.) Don’t worry 
sweetheart, I’m gonna take care of you. 
 
ATHENA: But what about the family?  For all my life my family was my strength, my 
confidence. Now it’s falling apart. That horrible story about mom.  Dad’s 
disappeared; Apollo’s in jail. What happened to that dream? College, Harvard, law 
degree? What was all that? Just an illusion? It just gets wiped away like chalk on the 
blackboard? We got this Miami gangster moving in; we got this creepy Sly slithering 
all over.  They’re spending money like a drunken pimp.  That money isn’t coming 
from groceries. Where’s dad?  
 
ORESTES:  Do you think they killed him?   
 
 ATHENA: My God, yes, I think so but I didn’t even want to say it. 
  
ORESTES: You think you’re in any danger from Rodney Jack? 
 
ATHENA: No. I saw how he reacted when he heard about Apollo. He was really 
shaken.  It isn’t Rodney Jack. It’s Sly . He got daddy and Apollo out of the way, now 
he wants me out of the way, probably you too. 
 
 ORESTES: Why? Just to own the business? 
 
ATHENA: No, more than that? 
 
ORESTES: What, more? 
 
ATHENA:  Me, he wants me.  But not like a man.  More like a hungry dog. It’s really 
creepy. He slithers around me like some stalker in a horror movie.  He doesn’t want 
me like a woman any more. He wants to kill me. 

ORESTES: These two friends are going to help.  (Points to the bodyguards) This is 
Macario.  

ATHENA: Which one? 

 
ORESTES: Both. 
 
ATHENA: They’re both named Macario? God, this is getting weirder and weirder. 
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ORESTES: He’s going to be with you now in the store and every time you go out. If 
you don’t see him—I don't care where you are—call me right away.  

 
ATHENA:  ‘Restes, what’s going on here?  
 
ORESTES:  Don’t worry. We’ll manage.  
 
 
BLACKOUT 
 
 
 

 
 

 
  
 

SCENE FIVE: GLORY DAYS OF RODNEY’S OLD CHICAGO 
 
 
TIME: SOME TIME LATER 
 
SETTING: RODNEY’S OFFICE 
 
 
The action happens in three areas of the stage, upper level left and right, and main 
stage, Rodney’s office is transformed into a corporate boardroom. HOTROD, BOLL 
WEEVIL and SLY. 
 
 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Hey boss, just got the cover of Ebony Magazine  “Rodney Jones  
Leader, Innovator, Humanitarian.”   
 
HOTROD:  Lemme see that…  Okay, okay, not bad.  They got the story right?   
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Just like you wanted it. Got the $250,000 donation from the Rodney 
Jones Fund to the Red Cross.    
 
HOTROD:  Yeah, but nothing about the invitation to the Palm Beach Red Cross Ball.  
Featured speaker.  Send it back. They need to add that. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  You got it, boss.  
 
HOTROD: Gotta get this room ready for the start of trading. 
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Light dims on Rodney’s. HOTROD, SLY and BOLL WEEVIL keep bustling 
around.  Spotlight upper level left.  ORESTES lying on the bed reading, 
earphones piping in music.  MACARIO 1 breaks in, beat up, clothes ripped, 
out of breath. 

 
MACARIO:  Theena’s been kidnapped.  They jumped me and beat me up, went off  
with her. I followed them. I think I know where they are. 
 
ORESTES:  Let’s get her.  
 

Light off on Orestes. Lights up on Rodney’s. 
 
HOTROD:  Where the hell’s Penningworth?  Trading starts any minute. I want him 
here before the bell. See if you can dig him up.  He got us into this IPO shit.  “Initial 
Public Offering”: hell, I just hope it’s not an initial public butchering. 
  
SLY:  Hey, boss. What’re you doing playing footsy with this Penningworth? You 
really trust him? 
 
HOTROD:  I don’t trust him. I trust his greed. He thinks he’s going to make a lot of 
money on this deal.  
 

Penningworth enters, out of breath. 
 
HOTROD:  Thought you weren’t gonna make it. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Did you file your S-1? 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Sure. Long time ago. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Got the go ahead from the SEC?   
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  All locked up tight. 
   
PENNINGWORTH:  What can stop us now!  
 

High fives. 
 
PENNINGWORTH: Boll Weevil, can you get Ed at the stock exchange on the line.  
 

Boll Weevil dials, hands the phone to Penningworth.  
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Ed, where are you?  You on the floor?...  (To Hotrod) He’s in 
the gallery. Got two runners on the floor.  
 
HOTROD:  How’s it look? 
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PENNINGWORTH:  We start at $25 a share…  There’s the bell.  We’re off and 
running…  Speak up Ed!  What?! We’re at $30 after 30 seconds…  $35… 
 

Jubilation. While they wait spotlight goes up on the upper stage, right.  Athena 
on her knees, badly beaten, KIDNAPPER ONE standing over her at her back, 
her hair gripped tight in his left hand.  With his right hand he holds a gun to 
her head. KIDNAPPER TWO on the phone. 

 
 KIDNAPPER ONE:  Now call your dad and tell him your troubles.  Make a wrong 
move and I’ll blow your fuckin head off. 
 
THEENA:  Then you wouldn’t get much ransom. 
 

KIDNAPPER TWO dials, hands her the phone. A second phone rings in 
Rodney’s boardroom. Boll Weevil reaches for the phone. 

 
HOTROD:  Don’t answer.  Keep that line free!   
 
SLY:  Okay boss.  
 

Phone continues to ring. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  (into the phone) Come on Ed. You got our attention.   Hey, this 
is going crazy.  We’re shooting up.  $50 a share… $52… $55. 
 
ATHENA:  No one answers.  Let me go.  You’re hurting me.   
 
KIDNAPPER ONE:  Try again. 
 

He dials; she takes the phone. Phone rings in the office. Hotrod gestures  
don’t answer. 

 
HOTROD:  What’s happening?   
 
PENNINGWORTH: (The phone at his ear.)  Up all the way.  No hesitating, no 
vacillating. 
 
ATHENA:   I’ll try something else.  
 

She dials another number.  Boll Weevil’s cell phone rings.  He answers. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Rodney’s Old Chicago Grocery and…. 
 
ATHENA:  Boll Weevil, it’s me, Theena. Two goons have kidnapped me.  They beat 
me up. They got a gun to my head. 
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BOLL WEEVIL:  What!  Where are you?   
 
ATHENA:  I can’t say or they’ll hurt me. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  What do they want? 
 
ATHENA:  Money.  Put Rodney Jack on the phone. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Hey boss, you gotta take this.  It’s Theena. 
 
HOTROD:  Tell her I’m busy, and don’t bother me again. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  You gotta.  She’s in trouble…  (to Athena) He can’t talk. 
 
HOTROD:  (talking through Boll Weevil’s words, grabs the phone from 
PENNINGWORTH)  Hey Ed, What’s happening?  We’ve levelled off at  
$59.  
 
HOTROD:  Almost there. We need $60 to break ground on the three new stores.   
Push it!  Push it! Make it happen. It’s too early to level off. (Hands the phone to 
Penningworth) 
 

Upper stage right, chaotic warnings in suppressed tones, hissed profanities 
from the kidnappers; whimpers from Athena. ORESTES and two others are 
climbing stealthily to the upper level. The Kidnappers become aware of them. 

 
KIDNAPPER TWO:  Don’t shout. Don’t make any noise or you’re wasted. 
 
PENNINGWORTH: What? What do you mean, a query from the floor? (incredulous.  
To Hotrod, quoting the query)  “Does Rodney’s own the three properties he’s 
planning to build on?”  
 

At the news of the problem there’s lots of scuttling around, high nervous 
tension in the boardroom.  Hotrod striding around, Boll Weevil thumbing 
through files, phone in hand, Penningworth spreading papers on the desk and 
shuffling through them, Sly rushing around. The following exchanges happen 
fast. 

 
HOTROD:  What the hell’s that mean? Of course we own the property.  What do you 
think?  Boll Weevil, put that damn phone down and get me the sales agreement with 
PMO Properties.   
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  We don’t have it.  He said he’d get it to us this morning. 
 
ATHENA:  Damn you! That hurts. Stop it or I’ll holler at the top of my lungs. 
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KIDNAPPER ONE:  It’ll be the last thing you do.  Now get your daddy on the phone.  
And shut up! 
 
ATHENA:  He’s not answering. 
 
KIDNAPPER  ONE:  Whaddaya mean, not answering?  Tell him his daughter’s life is 
on the line. 
 
HOTROD:  (to Penningworth)  You brought the contract from PMO Properties? 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  PMO Properties? No, I thought he was sending it over to you.   
 
HOTROD:  To me!! Hell no. Supposed to come to you. Part of the package.  But 
we’ve got the land, right?  
 
PENNINGWORTH:  No contract, no land. 
 
HOTROD:  Holy SHIT!!!! What’re you telling me? We’re going public and don’t have 
the land in our pocket?... Sly, get me Phil Masters from PMO Properties on that 
phone. NOW! 
 

Sly dials. Phil answers.  Hotrod now has a phone in each hand. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  (To Hotrod)  Listen to me dammit! Hang up both those phones and 
answer Theena. She’s got trouble. 
 
HOTROD:  Shut up damn you! I got trouble. (Into the phone) Hey Phil.  Where in 
holy hell is that sales agreement?...   Slow down on it?!  Phil, you’re fuckin me in the 
ear here.  You mean we don’t have a signed agreement? You agreed. Now sign and 
get me that goddam piece of paper…   Price has gone up?!   
 

Amid the noise and turmoil, Sly steps to downstage center, raises his arms, 
left arm raised vertical, right arm sweeping across the the stage and 
audience, a big, magical, conjuring gesture,  meaning “Silence!” Everything in 
the three scenes of action freezes. All fall silent. SLY  saunters casually 
downstage, admiring his fingernails. To audience. 

 
SLY:  You probably can guess who stirred up this cauldron.  Those two kidnappers, 
as dumb as any cluckers you’ll find on the face of the earth, I told em what an easy 
killing they’d make by kidnapping Rodney’s daughter.  And the fools actually did it! 
And I sent an anonymous tip to Phil Masters how advantageous it would be if he 
withheld the sales agreement until trading started.  Hotrod is seriously over a barrel.  
I love it! …  (to the actors and the action, with a directorial wave of the hand.)  Okay. 
Go ahead.   
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Action resumes. 
 
HOTROD: You can’t do this, Phil. You crucifying me!  Don’t you get it? I’m in the 
middle of bidding for the IPO. Gimme that deed, you sonofabitch. I’ma kill you…  
Another million!!  For each location!  Three million?! 
 
ATHENA:  What’s happening, Boll Weevil?  What’s happening? Help me here.  Just 
put Rod on the phone. They want $10,000. 
 
KIDNAPPER ONE:   $20,000. 
 
ATHENA:  $20,000 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  (Weirdly nonchalant.)  Hey, Ed just got another message. 
Word’s around that you can’t break ground, that there’s false statements in the 
prospectus.  They’re getting cold feet.  You better do something, Hotrod. 
 
HOTROD:  Phil, okay, you got it  two million in addition to the ten in the contract. 
And I’ll throw in 300 shares of Rodney’s for free.  Now sign and sell!...  Three 
million?  Price goes up in five minutes. Hell, in five minutes I’ll be ruined.  
 
HOTROD:  Boll Weevil, can I commit to $13 million? 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  I’m outa this.  You talk to Theena.  She’s getting beat up. 
 
HOTROD:  (Bellowing through Boll Weevil’s last sentence, existential pain, 
desperate roar of King Lear on the heath.)  Damn Theena to hell!  My whole 
business is going down the toilet here. Penningworth, back me up dammit.  I gotta 
commit to $13 million. 
 

On the upper stage Orestes and fellow gang members are at the door of the 
kidnappers’ lair. Kidnapper Two gestures for silence from Kidnapper One and 
Theena. 

 
HOTROD:  Okay, goddam you. $13 million. Now sign and fax the contract to me and 
Ed. 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Don’t buy it!—We’re in freefall—53, 50- 39. You better bail out, 
fast. 
 
HOTROD:    (desperate)  I just bought it! 
 
ORESTES:  Theena, where are you? Where are you? 
  
KIDNAPPER ONE:  Shut your fuckin mouth or you’re dead! 
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HOTROD:  Ed, I just committed.  Get us out of this somehow. 
 
ATHENA:   (top of her voice)  Orest, I’m here!  Help! 
 
KIDNAPPER ONE:   You die, bitch! 
 

A shot. 
 
ATHENA:  (clutches her head.) Daddy!!!  
 

Athena sinks to the ground. Long drawn out death sigh.  Orestes and Macario  
break in. The kidnappers get off a couple of shots but are overpowered. 
Orestes takes Athena in his arms.  Spotlight narrows on Orestes cradling the 
body of Athena, then slow fade. 

 
HOTROD:  What’s Ed say? Jesus Christ, what’s he say…  
 
PENNINGWORTH: It’s in the tank. We’re down to $10/share. 
 
HOTROD:  Well, tell him to get out there on the floor and let ‘em know we own the 
goddamm land goddam it.  
 
PENNINGWORTH:  (Still the aggravatingely cool tone  Ed Says they’re like 
stampeding cattle. One panics and breaks, and they all do…  Ed just shut off the 
sale.  We close at $5.65 a share. 

 
HOTROD:  No! $5.65 a share means I’m broke. My investors have lost fortunes. I 
gotta sell everything.  Boll Weevil! Has the purchase of the compound in Montana 
gone through yet? 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Yesterday. 
 
HOTROD:  How about the house on Martha’s Vineyard? 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Signed, sealed and delivered. 
 
HOTROD:  Call up and see if we can cancel out. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Not me. You call em. I’m calling the police. Theena’s hurt. 
 
 HOTROD:  Theena? What’s all this about Theena? (He goes back to desperately 
shuffling papers, forgets his question.) 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  I think she’s been shot. I don’t know where she is. Some goons 
took her and tried to ransom her. You could’ve saved her. 
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HOTROD:  (not listening)  What? Whad’you say? Where’m I gonna get the money? 
 
PENNINGWORTH:  Mind if I open the Champagne? (He does. Pours a glass for 
himself and Hotrod.)  You win some; you lose some.  Penningworth Financial did 
okay on this one.  I talked to Phil. We both sold you short. Rodney’s Old Chicago is 
in the toilet. Cheers!  

 
(drinks his champagne and leaves.) 

 
  HOTROD:  I gotta get outa here. (Exit) 
 

Sly looks out from the side of the stage very satisfied with himself. 
 
SLY:  Two down, one to go.  (Exit) 
 

Main stage dark. Slow fade on Orestes cradling the body of Athena. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

SCENE SIX: SO LONG HOTROD 
 
TIME:  SAME 
 
SETTING:  INDETERMINATE SPACE, THE MIRROR 
 
MUSIC:  Willie Tee, “The Mirror” 
 
 
 
Hotrod staggers in, looks into the mirror.  Rodney Jeff appears. 
 
ROD:  So you’ve destroyed me.  I’ve lost two of my children. The business is ruined 
and we’re so far in debt I’ll never get out. 
 
HOTROD:  It was a risk, Rodney Jeff.  Think how close we came to being masters of 
the universe. 
 
RODNEY:  Easy for you to say.  You’re going back to wherever you came from. 
 
HOTROD:  No, I’m not going anywhere.  I like it here. I’m gonna take this wrecked 
business and turn it around.  I can do it.  I can get us back on top.  I’ll take you with 
me. You owe it to your kids. 
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RODNEY:  My kids?!!! 
 
HOTROD:  Better yet, you just stay where you are. Too much tragedy in your life. It’s 
like there’s a curse on your family. Your kids are gone, you’re a lost man. You’d just 
be in my way. 
 
RODNEY:  I’m going back to the old way.   
 
HOTROD:  Still a soft-headed sentimental fool. I drive a big cadillac. People fear and 
respect me. Front page on Ebony. Featured speaker at the Red Cross Benefit Ball in 
Palm Beach.  You don’t expect me to give all that up. I’m the biggest asset the 
business got. 
 
RODNEY:  And you’re the crass, grasping character you were from the start.  
Theena’s dead, Pollo’s in jail, and all you can think of is the cadillac and Palm 
Beach.  

           
HOTROD:  Maybe Theena isn’t dead. We’ll get Apollo out of jail. Okay, so , stay on. 
We’ll work together. 
 
RODNEY:  Too late.  (He pulls a gun and shoots Hotrod. Sound of shattering glass. 
Spotlight full on Rodney, fades to leave Hotrod in the dark. Spotlight out on Rodney.) 
 
BLACK OUT 
 

 
 

 
 
 

SCENE SEVEN: RODNEY FURIOSO 
 
TIME: Later the same day 
 
SETTING: Rodney’s Old Chicago Grocery, Bistro, Café and Deli.  
 
 
Well dressed customers, mainly white, sip wine, waiters spread cheese on crackers, 
pass out hors d’oeuvres. Boll Weevil sits dejected at a deli table and thumbs through 
a newspaper.  
Two policemen enter led by Sly. 
 
SLY: He’s probably back in the office.  Hey Boll Weevil.  Ask Hotrod to come out 
here will you. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL: He’s not in the welcoming mood at the moment.  Whaddaya want? 
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POLICEMAN 1: We’d like to question him about the disappearance of the owner of 
this store.   
 
BOLL WEEVIL: Rodney Jeff?  He’s on vacation, and thank goodness he is. 
 
POLICEMAN 2: We have reason to believe he’s dead, possibly murdered. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL: Murdered?  What reason?   
 
POLICEMAN 1: We’ve had a report that he’s been missing for several months now, 
and the concerned party suspects foul play. We need to investigate. Rodney 
Jackson Jones is a person of interest. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL: That’s crazy. But of course, don’t mean you won’t arrest him 
anyway. If your witness is Cecil Slitherman a.k.a. Sly, you’re arresting the wrong 
man. Don’t mean you won’t either. 
 
POLICEMAN 2: Rodney Jones’s daughter was Kidnapped and murdered yesterday? 
 
BOLL WEEVIL: True enough. 
 
POLICEMAN 1: And one of his sons was involved in drug trafficking and the other 
with local gangs? 
 
BOLL WEEVIL: Don’t know about gangs, but drugs and Apollo Jones, pure lie.  
 
POLICEMAN 2: Is Rodney Jackson Jones in the store? 
 
BOLL WEEVIL: I’ll go look. Lowest damn nonsense. 
 

Exit Boll Weevil upstage.  After a short time, Boll Weevil returns, backs into 
the room as if a wild animal were slowly stalking him.  Rodney Jefferson 
Jones follows him, enters, slow, unsteady on his legs.  His hair wild, his 
clothes chaotic. One shoe on, one shoe off. Uncontrolled motion in his arms, 
body, head.  His presence must be electrifying.  His eyes wild.  He clutches at 
the hair on the right side of his head repeatedly and pulls at it and makes a 
gesture of throwing something on the ground, as if he were removing harmful 
material. He mutters, at first inaudibly, but the tone alters from soft to shouted, 
back to soft. The customers, police, Boll Weevil, even Sly, look on shocked. 

 
RODNEY: Oh, god oh God. Savannah.  Look at me. I’m bleeding. Bleeding straight 
through the brain, and I can’t get it out. I shot Rodney Jack. The blood… Theena 
too, I shot her. Shot her dead. And I can’t get it out, can’t get it out.  And…. And…. 
Oh God, here it comes again. The siren.  (covers his ears) Shut it off! The police are 
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coming.  Dear Savannah. Help me. Are you listening?  Are you there? I couldn’t help 
it. I couldn’t help it. I couldn’t do anything about it. 
 
SLY: (To the police)  He’s stark raving insane. Gotta be committed. His older son is 
probably in hiding. Don’t matter. He’s incompetent.  
 

The upscale customers run from the scene. SLY runs out. 
 
RODNEY: (Looking up)  Here, Theena, you take this and wipe off that blood. (Tears 
his apron off and throws it in the air.)  Savannah, oh God oh God, the blood, the 
blood..  Theena, I’m coming. Come back, girl.  Come back. I’m coming.  I’m gonna 
bring you back here. You gotta go to school. You going to Harvard.  Pollo too…  
Look! Look! The one with the big teeth and black wings…  They’re breaking into the 
store. They’re just standing there,\. Get em outa here! 
 
Rodney now cuts loose, rampages through the store overturning stands, the 
espresso machine etc. Picks up fruit and throws it. The police struggle to restrain 
him.  
 
BLACKOUT 
 
 

 
 
 
INTERLUDE 
 
Lee’s Unleaded Blues Bar.  God, Jesus, Satan. 
 
BARTENDER: What’ll it be gents? 
 
SATAN: A bottle of champagne please.  Gentlemen, shall we declare the contest 
ended and the bet won? 
 
JESUS: No, too soon. Rodney’s upset, but he’s gotten control of the store back. I 
want to see how things go from here on in. 
 
SATAN: Come on now.  Control? You must be kidding. You need to know when 
you’re beaten.  Rodney is in the looney bin and this bad Rodney from Miami’s a 
fugitive from justice. Maybe Rodney Jeff didn’t sell out, but Rodney Jack certainly 
did. The one who was supposed to save the day wrecked it, destroyed the family 
and the business.   
 
JESUS: Rodney acted right. He had to save the business. It’s what the family was 
built on. But he needed Rodney Jack. A good man is weak, not up to the stress of 
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real business.  How many men can act both as a good, loving compassionate man 
and a hard, courageous keeper of his household? 
 
SATAN: Facts are facts: Rodney is a basket case; Apollo is in prison and Athena is 
dead.  The third one is barely worth worrying about. I’ll have him put away before we 
finish here.  Unless you want to throw in the towel now. 
 
BARTENDER: I know a guy who’s like that. 
 
ALL THREE: (Angry) Like what?! 
 
BARTENDER: Oh, never mind. 
 
JESUS: Rodney’ll recover. Let’s see how he pulls out of this. 
 
SATAN: No, he blew it.  It’s over. He broke bad. 
 
JESUS: Rodney Jeff’s a good man, but how can you stay good when you’re being 
cheated, robbed, disrespected? Good becomes a drag on you; good is an anchor 
holding you under water. Rodney Jefferson had to get bad in Rodney Jackson.  
When good is bad for you, looks like bad is the real good. 
 
SATAN: Okay, but you expect a little more out of someone who’s gonna redeem the 
whole human race, don’t you? 
 
JESUS:  We don’t need heroism.  What we need is character, and Rodney’s got it. 
 
SATAN: Know what you’ve got: out of touch with reality.  Face it, living in a world of 
competition and ambition…  Look at you: smacked by Sly, mugged and limping. You 
lost your job.  The preacher is pissed as all hell at you. You’ll probably be homeless 
next time you head for bed. 
 
JESUS: (To audience.) Hey, I’m getting the worst of this debate. Help me out here. 
Is this one man enough to save all of mankind? Is Rodney Jeff the new Messiah? 
 
AUDIENCE 1: Rodney’s nice, a nice guy, but he hasn’t got any guts.  He folded as 
soon as he got into conflict.  It’s one thing to be good, but you gotta have strength to 
maintain it too. 
 
BARTENDER: I agree with you. I’ve seen guys like Rodney before, and they just get 
stepped on. 
 
JESUS: You could say the same thing about me. 
 
AUDIENCE 2: But you were a great teacher, and a lot of people think what you 
taught was great.  
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AUDIENCE 3: And here you are 2000 years after you started. People still follow you. 
 
SATAN: But the idea isn’t to die as a martyr.  It’s to live on and live well, and that’s 
something you could never do, and neither could Rodney.  See, your trouble is: you 
don’t understand reality.  You don’t think the real world is real. It’s always, my 
kingdom’s some place else, which doesn’t mean much to all these folks struggling 
down here.   Let me take an informal poll here: How many of you can really afford to 
drop all struggle and live for the other world?   
 
VARIOUS VOICES FROM THE AUDIENCE: I’d love to, but I’m trapped…  Got 
debt… Who’s gonna support my husband and my kids…  Trouble with religion: they 
promise you something, but only in heaven. 
 
JESUS: No, not true. Lots of people work through me. 
 
AUDIENCE 4: Yeah, but here you are. You see how people suffer, but you don’t do 
a damn thing. 
 
AUDIENCE 1: The good man is Rodney Jack.  He knows how to kick ass.  He has 
big vision. Okay, so he had some bad luck, but he’s the dreamer, the one who’s 
gonna produce wealth and make jobs and help people. The successful investor is 
the redeemer.  
 
AUDIENCE 2: That idea is totally loony.  Rodney Jack is responsible for everything 
Sly did.  He was warned, but he saw that Sly understood business, and he wanted to 
benefit from him. It was a dance with the devil. No question, he’s part responsible for 
Apollo’s arrest and Theena’s death. The investor is the one who takes but only gives 
to help himself. 
 
AUDIENCE 1: I think Satan wins.  Mankind is toast. We put our money on a loser. 
 
AUDIENCE 3: Hey, hold on! The play isn’t over yet. Let’s get on to the next scenes 
and see. Ask us again later. 
 
SATAN: Next scenes? What could possibly come? It’s all over. The house of 
Rodney has collapsed. The business is wasted. The third son lives, but he’s a near-
idiot gang-banger. Look, if what we just saw isn’t the most miserable failure, I don’t 
know what is. What can come after that? I’d say you should start work on that 
second flood. 
 
GOD: No flood.  I got other things in mind. 
 
 
BLACKOUT 
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    SCENE EIGHT: IN THE CONFESSIONAL  
   
 
SETTING: St. Jimmy’s church  
 
TIME: The next day 
 
ORESTES seated on the ground, center stage, a posture of mourning, his arms 
cradling his knees, his head buried.  REVEREND and JOSH enter. Josh’s arm is 
bandaged.  
 
 
 
REV: Hello ‘Restes.  Are you okay?   
 
ORESTES: I gotta talk to you.   
 
REV: I know. I know.  I’m sorry about Theena. I’m here for you.  
 
ORESTES: My family’s destroyed.   
 
REV: No. Your father will come around. We’ll get Apollo out of jail. You just need to 
stay strong and keep your faith. 
 
ORESTES: You gonna tell me to lean on Jesus. 
 
REV: Yes, I am. 
 
ORESTES: Jesus can’t help me. 
 
REV: Yes He can. 
 
ORESTES: If Jesus knew the truth, he’d damn me to hell. 
 
REV: Don’t you dare ever say that. 
 
ORESTES: It’s true. 
 
REV: What do you mean? You’re talking out of despair. 
 
ORESTES: There’s a curse on my family. There’s a curse on me.  Whatever we do, 
good or bad, there’s no way out. It’s my fault. I could have stopped it.   
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REV: Now you’re talking crazy.  
 
ORESTES: It’s my fault. I brought it on. First my mom, then Apollo and Athena, now 
my dad?  
 
REV:  (Rev shakes his head, puzzled.)   Your mama? You got no blame for her 
death.  It was some street killing. 
 
ORESTES: That’s right, and do you know who the killer was? 
 
REV: How would I know that? 
 
ORESTES: I know.  
 
REV: Just how do you know? 
 
ORESTES: Because I did it.  
 
REV: (Struck dumb)  What are you saying? 
 
ORESTES: It was no mugging.  I did it. I did it. Nobody ever knew it but me. Police 
let it go. Dad made up his story about an accident. I went to the kitchen and got a 
knife. I followed them out of the store, caught up to them in the street. It’s late at 
night. Nobody around. Stuffed that knife in his throat, turned to my mom  she’s 
paralyzed, can’t breathe, can’t scream.  Stuck her right in the heart. Dragged em into 
the alley and left em….  The story my father tells is, she was hit by a car. Police say, 
they were mugged and left to die. Perp disappeared. End of story.  But I had to live 
with it. can’t sleep, can’t think of anything else but the feel of the knife as it went in 
his neck, gristles and bones popping and blood  squirting, running all hot down my 
arm and into my shirt, him rasping and choking. Then my mom with her eyes 
popping like pool balls. Gasping for breath like she’s under water, and not even 
enough voice to speak or call out, just moving her lips like “Or…, Or…, Or…” I see 
her every day and every night since with her eyes wide open with horror, like a 
mask, couldn’t make a human face twist like that, and the knife sticking in her chest. 
And for years, I saw my mother when I went to bed, standing at my bedside, her 
face green, the knife still sticking in her gut. Haunted me until I got sent up on that 
bullshit charge. They charging me with a robbery I didn’t do, and what I did do is 
murder my mother and her lover.  
 
REV: But why?! Why would you do that? 
 
ORESTES: You must’ve known about my mother. You must’ve known she slept 
around.   
 
REV: Heard some things, but didn’t pay any attention.  Asked your dad once.  He 
just told me to shut up. It’s just malicious talk. 
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ORESTES: My dad worshipped that woman, the poor fool.  I once went to him and 
told him about her.  All he said was, respect your mother.  My dad is not capable of 
thinking bad of anyone…  I thought a hundred times of killing my mother. I was 15 
when I really did it. Late at night. I woke up, heard her in bed with her lover, right 
through the wall in my room. They’re planning to kill Rodney, get married and take 
over the store. What could I do? What would you do? Couldn’t go to dad. Couldn’t 
tell my brother, 10 years old, or my sister, 8. So I killed them both.  
 
REV:  My God, what you’ve had to live with! I had no idea.   
 
ORESTES:  You’re our godfather. You gave us our names. How’d you choose these 
names? 
  
REV:  How’d I choose em? I just chose ‘em. They’re good names. Took ‘em from 
some book of mythology. Athena and Apollo are gods. Orestes a hero.   
 
ORESTES:  Yeah, but the story. They’re all in the story. 
  
REV:   What story? 
 
ORESTES:  (Sits down)  You mean to tell me you don’t know what this story is 
about? 
 
REV: Well, yeah, but I never put it together with you. 
 
ORESTES: 15 year old boy finds out his mom and her lover killed his dad.  He kills 
them both.  Athena puts him on trial, finds him innocent in spite of the law. That 
might not say much to you, but to me it was like a revelation, like a plan of life out of 
the moral shit-swamp I lived in.  The Athenians, the justice department, the court 
that gives justice when it’s opposed to the law. I thought I was a redeemed man. I 
was gonna redeem myself by following that story.  But now I see the curse is still 
there. The horror of losing Athena and Apollo—double horror, because not only is 
my family destroyed, the gods are dead. What a joke! A joke on me. In my story the 
gods who saved Orestes are dead or disappeared. So much for my vision of justice 
as redemption. 
 
REV: You’ll find a way back.  
 
 
FADE TO DARK 
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SCENE NINE: EXIT SLY 
 
TIME:  A WEEK LATER 
 
SETTING:  RODNEY’S GROCERY STORE, AS IN ACT 1, SCENE 2 
 
All traces of “Rodney’s Old Chicago Bistro” are gone. The usual customers circulate.  
The poor people wait for free handouts. The atmosphere is subdued. Reverend 
Phillups sweeps. The look of the store and the people is 1950s.  REV PHILLUPS, 
MRS. GALADETTE,  

 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  I saw it coming.  I told Mr. Jones he needed rest. That awful 
cousin from Miami.  So glad he’s left. But poor Theena and poor Pollo. Good kids. I 
loved ‘em, woulda done anything for ‘em.   
 
REV:  Too late now. One’s in jail and the other’s in heaven. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE: Just one more heavy stone in that tragic man’s burden of pain. 
Only one left now is that hooligan ex-con.  That’s just the world we live in. And 
where’s Mr. Joshua? Had some crazy fool ideas about marriage.  
 
REV:  What marriage?  
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Don’t matter. Men get funny ideas. But Mr. Joshua has a 
powerful flow of speech and is a mighty persuader. Something special about that 
man. Where is he? Haven’t seen him for days.  
 
REV:  Oh, that’s sad too. Got beat up and robbed. Hasn’t been around since. Told 
him not to go to the park at night, but he said it’s the only place he could think clear. 
 
 Enter JOSH looking miserable. 
 
JOSH: I heard about the trouble, came as soon as I could.   
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Soon’s you could?! Happened a week ago. Took you that 
long? 
 
JOSH: I was in the hospital.  How’s Mr. Jones?   
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Visited him yesterday. Says he’s doing fine now.  Says he’ll be 
back to work this week. Funny how he turned up when he disappeared for so long. I 
feel sure those two, Sly and Hotrod, had him locked up in the basement.  

 
Boll Weevil enters from the office. 
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BOLL WEEVIL:  Hey Reverend and Josh, we got the delivery truck coming. Can you 
come on back to the loading dock and help out? 
 
REV:  Sure.  Say, where’s Sly? 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Don’t know.  He’s gone for sure.  Got dragged off last night.  Two 
big men came askin’ for him.  Musta been about seven feet tall, bulging muscles. Sly 
come outa the office, and the two men took him under their arms and walked him 
right outa the store. Didn’t say a word. Just lifted him up and walked him right outa 
the front, his legs kicking like a man lynched.  
 
REV: Was it those gangbangers gunning for him?  
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  They no gangsters. They dressed like college boys. Like those 
fellows Restes always hangs out with.  
 
REV:  Did they have a patch on their jackets?  
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  Why yes, they did.   
 
REV: Letter “A” with some scribbling on top? 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  It’s that Atheist gang I told you about. 
 
REV:  Don’t worry. Sly is right where he belongs. My` guess is we won’t see him 
again for a while. 
 
BOLL WEEVIL:  I won’t shed no tears. Don’t know anybody who will.  (goes into the 
office with JOSH.) 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  What a world! What a world!   (Exit) 
 
 
BLACKOUT 
 

 
 

  
 

SCENE TEN: THE TRIAL 
 
TIME: That Evening, 10 PM 
 
SETTING: The Athenian Court, Convening at St. Jimmy’s 
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Lights come up full on the main stage. One folding chair in position at the altar. The 
banner behind and above the judge’s seat:  “Nothing in Excess—Know Yourself” A 
few Athenians are milling or standing around. Mrs. Galadette enters dragging her 
daughter by the ear.  Mazy resists and protests.  During this exchange REV. 
PHILLUPS and RODNEY JEFFERSON JONES enter.  
 
MAZY:  Momma, you let me go.  Ow!  That hurts! 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  You are coming with me, girl.  
 
MAZY:  Ow! Let go of my ear! 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Girl, I’d’a dragged you by the nose but I didn’t want to make a 
mess of your face. It’s time you got married. Time you changed your life. You’re 
joining this church.  
 
MAZY:  Mama, stop hollerin’ like that. This is a church. Well, it isn’t exactly a church. 
I didn’t exactly tell you the truth when I told you we gotta come to this meeting. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  You tell me the truth, girl.  I’m tired of your lying. (Looks 
around)   Say, what kind of a church is this anyway? No pews, no altar…  Say, 
there’s that no account Jonah Phillups. (To Rev).  I been meaning to have a word 
with you.  You been conniving with that young man Josh? He and you been plotting 
a marriage?  
 
REV: Josh has some unusual ideas sometimes.  
 
MRS. GALADETTE: Well you can just forget it…  What brings you here?  
 
REV:  Like you, Mrs. Galadette, I came for the court session of the Athenian Society. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Athenian society? What’s that? In St. James church? Thought 
it was closed, but Mazy tells me they running services here. 
 
MAZY:  Mama, let me explain… 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Tells me she’s gonna join this congregation, gonna bring her 
around to a good life.  
 
MAZY: Mama, that’s what the Athenians do.  I’m’a join and needed you to… 
 
MRS. GALADETTE: Oh, look, there’s Mr. Jones.  Poor man. Excuse me. I’d better 
go console him. (goes to Rodney)  
Good evening Mr. Jones. Pleased to see you out and about. What brings you here 
to St. James? You’re a good member of Bronzeville Baptist. 
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 RODNEY:  Good evening Mrs. Galadette. A pleasure to see you, as always. I got 
called to this meeting.  Supposed to be something about one of my former 
employees. My presence necessary. So here I am. What brings you here? 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  My daughter’s gonna join this congregation. Tells me they’re 
some kind of pacifists and got a strict code of behavior. I got a strict code of behavior 
too, but don’t matter; can’t make my daughter behave. 
 
RODNEY:  My understanding is that the Athenians are a kind of gang. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  A gang!!? Girl, what you think you doing here? Now you tell me 
what’s going on. You joining one of those gangs?  
 
BAILIFF:  (wears Athenian jacket with black sash)  Quiet in the hall please. The 
court of the Athenian Society is now in session.  Judge Street Dog Jones presiding. 
 

Orestes enters dressed as an Athenian, blue blazer, judge’s robe. Rodney 
and Mrs. Galadette look on astonished. 

 
ORESTES:  Before we begin I have an announcement to make.  I have just 
concluded discussions with the heads of the three major southside gangs, The 
Outlaws, The Condors, and the Barrio Aztecs. All have agreed to accept and live by 
the Athenian constitution. The gangs of south side Chicago, now known as ARC, 
Alliance of Reformed Chicago Gangs, or ARCangel, from this time on will give up 
weapons, drugs, vendettas, violence. They will work for the good of the community 
and for mutual self-defense through justice and non-violence. The days of gang 
killings on the south side are over.  The murder of my sister, Athena Jones brought 
us together and made this alliance possible.  
I see my family and friends here, and I owe you an explanation. Since I left prison 
there was a contract on my life. Other gangs have sent death squads after me. I was 
forced to go about more or less incognito with bodyguards.  Now that we have made 
peace among the gangs, that threat no longer exists. I’m under the protection of 
ARCangel. From now on I am Orestes Jones, head of the Athenian Society.  
Now we can continue with tonights’ proceedings. Court is in session. Bailiff, call the 
first case. 
 
BAILIFF:  There are three cases on the docket tonight. First is the continuance of the 
petition by Amazing Grace Galadette, also known as Crazy Mazy. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  You call her that again, and I’m gonna box your ears, young 
man,--and the ears of anyone who lets that name pass over their lips in my 
presence. That includes you too, (mocking, sarcastic) honorable Judge Restes! 
 
ORESTES:  The court will note Mrs. Galadette’s displeasure with her daughter’s 
nickname. 
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MRS. GALADETTE:  Well, while the court is at it, would the court also note that Mrs. 
Galadette’s feet hurt, and she’d appreciate it if one of you fine gentlemen would 
bring her a chair.   
 
BAILIFF:  Sorry, Ma’am. All parties stand at the Athenian court. Makes the sessions 
shorter. 
 
ORESTES:  We’ll make an exception tonight. Bailiff, please find a chair for Mrs. 
Galadette. Now, Amazing Grace, please step forward and plead your case. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Amazing Grace got no case.  It’s her mother got the complaint 
to make.  
 
ORESTES:  Then we’ll hear Mrs. Galadette first. 
 
MAZY:  Wait. That’s not right.  I’m the one who brought this complaint. 
 
ORESTES:  We’ll hear Mrs. Galadette first, on one condition:  that you will accept 
the authority of this court and abide by its decision. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  No more than I’d buy a pig in a poke. I’ll hear your decision first  
and then decide if I accept it. Seems to me this court doesn’t have much solemnity. 
Where’s the gravity of the law? 
 
ORESTES: If you dispense justice, you don’t need gravity and solemnity….  Mrs. 
Galadette, do you consider yourself a good mother to Amazing Grace?   
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Brought her up best way I knew how. Her daddy died when 
she was five years old, and I’ve been mother and father to her. Brought her up by 
hand, I did. She required discipline and chastising.   
 
ORESTES:  Were your methods successful? 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:    (pauses)  That depends. My methods were sound, but I 
encountered a stiff-necked spirit in my daughter. The more I disciplined her, the 
worse she got. Naturally took some persuasion to show her the error of her ways. 
 
ORESTES:  But your persuasion didn’t persuade her. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  ‘Restes, Mr. Jones, Judge, your honor, I’ve come here for one 
reason. I heard that this church, this organization, whatever it is, demands discipline 
and manners from their members. Can you promise my daughter discipline and 
manners? 
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ORESTES:  I can promise your daughter the dignity of the individual. That’s the first 
principle of the Athenian constitution. Mazy, it’s your turn. You brought this case 
before the court. Tell us what you want and why? 
 
MAZY:   My mother is a good and honest woman, but she doesn’t know anything 
about me. She try to make me into some goody-two-shoes. 
 
ORESTES:  But the life you lead is bad.  They call you “Crazy Mazy” for good 
reason. You said so yourself. You take pride in breaking laws and rules.   
 
MAZY:  I’m an independent woman. I’m not a slave of my mother. I’m free. 
 
ORESTES:  What do you want to do with your freedom? 
 
MAZY:  I want to be an actress and a singer. 
 
ORESTES:  Do you have any talent? Any reason to think you could succeed? 
 
MAZY:  Only reason I can’t is my ma won’t let me. Says it ain’t respectable.  
 
ORESTES:  But what makes you think you could be successful. Can you act? Can 
you sing? 
 
MAZY:  Sure I can. Listen to this. Here’s my imitation of Billy Holiday  (“God Bless 
the Child”) and here’s “My Man’s gone Now.” … Here’s Beyoncé… 
(Ad lib. Whatever the actress playing Mazy is up to.  She goes through the opening 
of several songs. Orestes tries to stop her at the second one. She persists.) 
 
ORESTES:    Okay okay. Fine. Thank you. I want to ponder my decision in this case. 
In the meantime I’ll hear the next case. 
 
BAILIFF:  Cecil Slitherman also known as Sly. Is Cecil Slitherman present in the 
court? 
 

The two bodyguards bring Sly in. They drag him kicking and struggling, finally 
just lift him up and carry him. 

 
ORESTES:  Sly, you are accused of actions leading to the unjust jailing of Apollo 
Jones, to the murder of Athena Jones, and other minor crimes that we need not cite 
in detail.   
 
SLY:  (He has lost the black tone of his voice as Sly.)  Accused?  Who accuses me? 
 
ORESTES:  I do. 
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SLY:  That’s justice for you.  My accuser is my judge. And here he is, related to 
people who’ve wronged me and have a grudge against me. How did you get to be a 
judge anyway?  That’s gotta be a joke.  
 
ORESTES:  We’ll talk about jokes later. Might be on you. Now get serious. If you’re 
guilty as charged, you would receive the death penalty in some states. 
 
SLY:  Death penalty! No big deal. You can kill me, but I don’t die. 
 
ORESTES:  Might be better if you did. 
 
SLY:  Better? For who? For me it’s not even an option.  But it just goes to show how 
ignorant you people are down here. You need to wake up.  
 
ORESTES:  I think you overestimate your importance. Suppose you died and no one 
so much as blinked?   

           
SLY:  No one would blink maybe.  But some big wheels would stop turning. Evil set 
against the good is like a great spring that keeps the machine going. Remember that 
story you’re named after? Those Athenians needed the furies to keep justice going.  
 
ORESTES:  The gods forgave Orestes, even though he was guilty of murdering his 
mother. They created a system of Justice based on that act of mercy, Athenian law.  
Can we get on with the trial? I’ll call witnesses. 
 
SLY:  Not necessary. I don’t deny the charges. I plead guilty. 
 
ORESTES:  You might as well, because I know you are.  But I want to give Rodney 
Jones a chance to question you. Dad, do you have anything to say to Sly? 
 
ROD:  I’ve never known an evil man in my life, but you’re evil.  I saved your life and 
look what you did to me. 
  
SLY:  You saved my life because I let you. I set up that scene to get your attention 
and to get into your store. But I’ll give you credit. You were brave. 

           
ROD:  Why? Why me?  
 
SLY:  Why? because you were too good for the prevailing reality. I had to bring you 
back to the norm.  Besides, I had bet against you, sold you short, so to speak. 
 
ROD:  And you arranged the arrest of my son and the death of my daughter?  
 
SLY:  Arranged everything. The predator bankers. I helped out making Rodney Jack.  
If it weren’t for me, we wouldn’t have had that colorful character. Gotta love a guy 
who can do what he did. That’s creative entrepreneurship in action. 
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ORESTES:  So by your own admission, you were responsible for the arrest of 
Apollo.  
 
SLY:  Yes. Who else could get $50,000 worth of cocaine from one day to the next 
and use it just to set up an adversary. Could’ve done it with an ounce of marijuana. I 
did it up big. 
 
ORESTES:  Apollo didn’t have any idea what was in that package? 
 
SLY:  Of course not. 
 
ORESTES:  That admission will set him free.  
 
SLY:  That’s fine with me.  
 
ORESTES:  But you hated and resented him. 
 
SLY:  Wasn’t personal. I don’t hold grudges.  I wish him and the Jones family well. I 
needed them for a particular job. Now that work is done,-- and well done, I might 
add, and I leave them, and mankind, to whatever the future has in store for them.  
(He chuckles knowingly.) 
 
ORESTES:  And so I suppose you were also behind the kidnapping of Athena? 
 
SLY:  Of course.  The girl wasn’t supposed to die. I put those two up to her 
kidnapping. They were Condors. It was a way they could make money and get to 
you. But I underestimated how stupid and brutal the men were. 
 
ORESTES:  Then you are guilty of incitement to murder and you’ll suffer the 
consequences. 
 
SLY:  Who do you think you’re threatening? What have you got, execution? Gang 
firing squad? Or a knife in the throat? You have some experience with that move, 
don’t you.  
 
ORESTES:  Who said anything about killing? Execution?  I haven’t pronounced your 
sentence yet. 
   
SLY:    (mocking, falling into ghetto talk)   Well, fuck me, Big Mr. Judge Orestes 
Jones gonna thank up some fate worse’n death. 
 
ORESTES:   There is a fate worse than death. 
 
SLY:    (again, mocking black English)   Wassat? 
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ORESTES:  Humiliation.  Let the marshals of the court step forward. 
 

The two bodyguards step forward.  
 
ORESTES:  Gentlemen, I have found this brother guilty and I sentence him to public 
humiliation. His crimes are great. He must be, not killed, but lowered in the sight of 
his fellows. Do you think you can devise some such punishment? 

 
MACARIOS:  Boss, you come to the right… gentlemen. 
 
SLY:   Wait a minute! What are you gonna do? I warn you, I’m inconvenienced at the 
moment because of a promise I made, a rash promise. My full powers will kick in in 
a day or two.  Then you’ll see some fireworks. 
 
ORESTES:   Gentlemen, evidently you need to act fast. 
 

The two marshals exit with Sly kicking, cursing and screaming. 
 
ORESTES:  Rodney Jackson Jones, Hotrod, is our third case. He’s not here to 
receive his judgment, but I’ll sentence him in absentia. He is banished to Miami, so 
to speak, never to show his face again in Chicago under pain of the serious anger of 
the Athenian assembly.  Rodney Jefferson Jones will return to his place as rightful 
owner and manager of Rodney’s Grocery.  (cheers from the onlookers).  His store 
will continue under protection and financial support of ARCangel. The business of 
this court is done. Court is adjourned. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Wait just a minute here!  What about my appeal? I thought 
you’re gonna save my daughter from her dissolute life.  
 
ORESTES:  Oh, yes, I almost forgot. My decision in the case of Amazing Grace 
Galadette. It is my opinion that due to the harshness of her upbringing Mazy 
Galadette has become ungovernable. I sentence her to two years of hard study in an 
Athenian school.  Music, drama and dance will be her main subjects.  Also I entrust 
her to the care of a good father who will raise the girl as she is and not try to remake 
her into something she is not.  I place her in the care of Rodney Jefferson Jones. 
Mazy will be in place of the daughter Rodney Jones lost. I will be her foster brother.  
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  You call that a just judgment? Deprive a mother of her 
daughter? 
 
ORESTES:  The alternative:  Mazy is handed over to the Department of Child and 
Family Services and assigned to foster parents. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Don’t you dare threaten me, you whipper-snapper. You got  no 
authority here. 
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ORESTES:  Mrs. Galadette, the authority of the Athenian court has two sources: 
one, the justice of its judgments, and two, the threat to send cases to the U.S. courts 
and social services. If you refuse to accept the Jones family as the wardens of your 
daughter, she will find her justice in the Chicago department of family services.  And 
if I show them the photos of the bruises on Mazy’s body, they might even have some 
legal issues to talk over with you. Now which will it be: the justice of the Athenian 
Society or the mercies of the Chicago Department of Family Services? 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  … Mr. Rodney Jones wouldn’t be so bad as a father, I guess. 
But he needs a woman and I need a man. You decree a marriage here, and your 
authority is gonna rise a lot in my estimation. 
 
ORESTES:  Just what I have in mind.  I further decree that Mrs. Galadette will marry 
Reverend Jonah B. Phillups and that they will live together in matrimonial union. 
Their visiting rights in the Jones home will depend on the success of that marriage.  
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Say what?!!......  

  
Mrs. Galadette stands up, stunned. Her head swivels slowly from Orestes to 
Reverend Phillups and back, while conflicting emotions skitter about in her 
brain. 

 
MRS. GALADETTE:  I see now. You and that Mr. Joshua been conniving and 
colluding! Most foolish thing I ever heard of.  
 

Turmoil in the court. Mazy goes to Rodney. He puts one arm around her, 
tears in his eyes. 

 
ORESTES:  Court is adjourned! 
 
BLACKOUT! 
 
MUSIC: THE BLUES PREACHERS, “DIVINE JUSTICE COMING DOWN” 
 
 
END OF ACT THREE 
 

 
 
 
 
 

POSTLUDE: THE JUDGMENT OF THE GODS 
 
TIME: SOME TIME LATER 
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SETTING: RODNEY’S GROCERY STORE AS IN THE BEGINNING. 
 
The entire cast filters in gradually from all sides. Reverend Phillups enters stage 
right, full clerical regalia. 
 
REV:    (To audience)  Word has it, God’s on his way to Bronzeville and he has an 
announcement touching on the fate of mankind.  
 

General awe and amazement. Jesus enters stage right in a wheelchair. His 
head is bandaged, a cast on his leg.  He looks ragged and miserable. 

 
REV:  Look at you! Where have you been?  I haven’t seen you for a couple days. 
 
JESUS:  I stayed in a shelter for a while, then spent a night under the freeway 
overpass down by the tracks on 18th street.  Got beat up again. They took my 
clothes.  Had to beg and borrow some to get here.   
 

Satan appears on the upper stage, left. He’s dressed in formal suit, tuxedo 
and bow tie, like the gods in Act 1, Scene 1 

 
SATAN:   So here we are. Judgment day. Time to get outa here. My work is done.  
Whatever.. um … whatever was suffered by…uh…by my representative, I’ll get over 
it once I win the bet, and the benefits kick in.  
 

Enter from all parts of the stage during the above, Rodney and Orestes 
holding hands with Crazy Mazy; Boll Weevil; Mrs. Galadette joins Rev. 
Phillups and they link arms, Apollo, Chili Man Tate, Yale Penningworth, the 
police, the ensemble.  They arrange themselves center stage like a chorus, 
facing the audience, Rev. Phillups, back to audience, like the conductor. 

 
REV:  It’s time I tell you about the drama that you’ve all been actors in. The future of 
humanity itself was at stake in the fate of Rodney Jones.  He was our last chance to 
rescue mankind from the…umm… renewal program planned by God the father.  Up 
there on your right, you see Satan, who stands to win a place in heaven if the search 
for a good man doesn’t succeed.  
 

Satan waves, confident, affable. 
    
REV:  Here in this wheelchair, in a condition almost as bad as his first visit to earth in 
human form, is Jesus Christ, the advocate of mankind.  
 

Jesus nods, waves faintly. 
 
REV:  Now we just need to wait for the coming of God the Father.  In my capacity as 
newly re-ordained pastor of the Bronzeville Baptist Church, I would like to invite you 
to join me in singing a hymn while we wait.  It’s called “The Fire Next Time”.    
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While the cast sways in church-choir-style moves, the two Macarios do a soft-
shoe dance routine and embroider the lyrics with any fitting variations.  

 
ENSEMBLE:  
 

It's gonna rain, 
It’s gonna rain, 
you better get ready and bear this in mind. 
God showed Noah by the rainbow sign, 
no more water, but fire next time. 
 
Noah said, "I'm sorry, I'm sorry my friends, 
God's got the key, and you can't get in." 
If something doesn't happen to the hearts of men, 
the same thing is gonna happen again. 
 
No more water, 
No more water, 
No more water, 
but fire next time. 

 
[“No more water, the fire next time”, Rev. Milton Brunson, Thompson Community 

Singers 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIaFgGFVCU4] 
 
As they sing, GOD Descends in a chariot of fire. (A modified motorcycle with 
side-car if workable.) Steps out, upper level right. 

 
GOD:  I’ve come to render judgment and split for parts on high. Where’s my son? 
 
SATAN:  That’s him in the wheelchair.  
 
GOD:   What happened to you? 
 
JESUS:  It’a a long story. 
 
GOD:  Well, did  you find a good person? 
 
SATAN:  His good person didn’t pan out. 
 
GOD:  Too bad. (to Satan)   Why are you dressed like that? 
 
SATAN:  I’m practicing for respectability. Gonna set up housekeeping in Palm 
Beach, or maybe Santa Monica.  
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIaFgGFVCU4
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GOD:  So the search failed? 
 
SATAN:  Yes, mortals are dust in the wind. 
 
JESUS:  No, it did not fail. 
 
GOD:  Did you find a good person?   
 
JESUS:  Yes, I did. 
 
GOD:  Are you sure of that?  
 
JESUS:  Would I lie? 
 
SATAN:  Foul! I call foul!  This cheater, this deceiver is pulling the wool over your 
eyes.  Rodney Jones?! That loser is supposed to be the redeemer of humankind? 
No way. I call foul. I won this bet fair and square. 
 
GOD:  Back off Satan. Let’s hear what the man has to say. You found what? 
 
JESUS:  We have found a good man, but it’s not Rodney Jefferson Jones.  
 
EVERYONE:  (Ad lib)  Who then? Whaddaya mean, not Rodney? Etc. 
 
JESUS:   Rodney is a good man. But his goodness wasn’t durable. The man who 
has saved mankind committed great crimes, but changed his guilt into goodness. 
The worst criminal became the greatest peace-maker. The good person of 
Bronzeville is Orestes Jones, also known as Street Dog, head of the Athenian gang. 
 
GOD:    (Takes a moment to focus. Then waves his arms in a gesture of 
acceptance)  Okay. The bet is settled. Humankind gets one more shot at survival in 
this flawed form…  (To Satan)  And you… 
 
SATAN:  Wait a minute.– (Aside)  The old man’s really lost it this time. – (To God) 
He’s pulling a fast one. How can you be so naïve.  There’s a lot at stake here. 
 
JESUS:   My judgment is good and fair. Check out the organization called Alliance of 
Reformed Chicago Gangs, also known as “ARC-angel.”  
 
GOD:  I know, I know. In fact I know everything.  For instance, how Rodney got 
transformed into Hotrod.  
 
SATAN:  (very defensive suddenly)   What do you mean? The man reached deep 
down inside and discovered his truer self. Found the courage to succeed.  Couldn’t 
operate in this world without it. 
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GOD:  Do you really expect me or anyone to believe that? No help from you? No 
satanic sabotage? No point lying now, is there? 
 
SATAN:  Damn you! Okay, I might have fudged a little. 
 
GOD:  Okay then. You blew it.  Now get your long red tail between your legs and 
head for the nether regions! You lost the bet. 
 
SATAN:    (to audience, while pulling off his formal clothing. He tosses his white 
panama down, it lands center stage.)  Look for me. I’ll be around. 
 

Satan disappears in a flash and cloud of purple/red smoke. 
 
GOD:   (to Jesus, suspicious.)  How about you? Any miracles? 
 
JESUS:   Do I look like I performed any miracles? 
 
GOD:  Any manipulation of reality? any supernatural fudging or nudging? If so, we 
go ahead with my plan. Creation can move on beyond the human. 
 
JESUS:  I did not work through miracles.  I didn’t work at all, except sweeping the 
store and bagging groceries.  But now, I have just one miracle that I want to perform 
while I’m here. 
 
GOD:  Watch your step. I forbade it. 
 
REV:  What miracle? 
 
JESUS:  A healing.  (He gets up. Kicks over his wheelchair, pulls off his cast and 
bandages.)  Why didn’t someone tell me what it’s like down here?  I had completely 
forgotten! 
 
GOD:  Yeah, whatever.  Now get in this chariot and let’s go home. 
 
JESUS:  No thanks.  I’m staying here. 
 
GOD:   You’re what?! 
 
JESUS:  You heard.  I’m sick and tired of being a principle. I want action. I want to 
do, not just stand for; I want to help, not just preach. I see how much work there is to 
do down here.  I’m gonna work here as a community organizer.  Reverend Phillups 
and I have founded an organization called S.O.U.L.  It’ll be my base of operations to 
work for the people of Bronzeville. 
 
GOD:  SOUL? 
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JESUS:  Yes, that stands for Southsiders Organized for Unity and Liberation.  I’ll 
cooperate with the Athenian Society, I’ll work for their departments of justice and 
education. I’ll help out at Bronzeville Baptist, and I’ll buy my groceries at Rodney’s.   
 
GOD:   Are you crazy? Get in this chariot right now!  You can’t stay here.  You’re  
God, at least partly.  What do you plan to do with your divine nature?   
 
JESUS:  It’s not going anywhere. 
 
GOD:  How do you know? I don’t guarantee a way back. You lost your humanity 
once; careful you don’t lose your divinity. If  this place can’t learn to rely on itself, 
then it’s going down, and no god-man is going to change that.  This is the last bet 
I’m making. Now are you coming? 
 
JESUS:  I’m staying. 
 

God walks off with a shrug. The chariot departs with a fiery exhaust. Cheers, 
celebrating.  

 
REV:    (to Jesus with shoulder bumps and high fives. This line spoken with 
whatever resonance and emphasis the actor can get into the word “man” for a god 

newly converted to the human state.)  My Man! 
 

All exit except Rev. and Mrs. Galadette. 
 
MRS. GALADETTE:  Reverend Phillups—Jonah, come on now, we’ve got a 
macaroni and cheese casserole to cook and cookies to bake for fellowship this 
evening. Amazing Grace, you take good care of Rodney Jones now, hear? You don't 
and I’m gonna whupp you from here to next January, hear me?! 
 

Both exit. As the lights dim to dark, one spotlight remains tightly focused on 
Sly’s/Satan’s white hat, center stage. Then blackout. 

 
MUSIC: Piano, lively version of “Fire Next Time.” 
 
 
 
END OF PLAY 
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	REV. PHILLUPS:  (Struggling to clear his head)  What?  Who?  Who are you looking for?
	GOD AND JESUS: Are you Reverend Phillups?
	REV PHILLUPS:  (gradually pulling himself together)  Well, yes, that’s me.
	GOD AND JESUS: Let me introduce myself.
	3
	JESUS:   I’m Jesus Christ.  And this is my father, God.
	REV:  You’re…who?
	GOD: I’m God and this is my son Jesus Christ.
	GOD/JESUS:  Nope.  It’s really us. We’re back.
	REV:  (body language shows his disbelief; rubs his eyes, shakes his head, walks closer to the two to check them out)  Look I may be half-asleep, but I’m not stupid.  Gimme a minute here to clear my head. Who are you?
	JESUS:  (chanted)  You were often in my thoughts, though you didn’t know it.
	GOD, JESUS: We are looking for good people.
	REV:  Cleansing?
	JESUS:  So, you see, we’ve got a situation here. He wanted originally a thousand good men, but I bargained him down. So now—redemption if we can find just one good person.
	GOD AND JESUS:   (chanted)  Yes, that’s why we’ve come to you.
	REV:  It’s a habit of speech you pick up in this city.
	JESUS:   We thought we’d find goodness sooner if we started at the bottom—with all due respect.  (chanted)  So that’s why we’re out here walking the earth again. (spoken)  Can you help us? We’re running out of time.
	JESUS:  No. You’ll always have the poor.

	JESUS: I’m back now.  I’m gonna preach mercy, understanding, compassion.
	GOD:  What are you doing here?
	JESUS:  We’re walking the earth to find good people.
	REV:  We must be able to find one good person.
	JESUS:  Wrong again.  You are always wrong.
	SATAN:  We’ll see. I have a bet I’d like to propose here. I’m betting there’s no way the human race can be redeemed. If I’m wrong, I’ll keep out of all earthly affairs till the end of time, move my whole operation to the underworld for good.  If I’m r...
	GOD:  Find one good person and I can get rid of you? Trade you for a redeemed human race? Might be worth it….  Deal. (SATAN and GOD shake on it.)  Just one thing. Both of you.  No miracles, no divine or demonic powers. No magical conversions or transf...
	SATAN:  Doesn’t cramp my style.
	GOD:  Now get out of here.
	JESUS:  (To Rev.)  Can you help us?
	JESUS:  Who’s that?
	JESUS:  Good.  Then let’s go.
	INTERLUDE: GOD AND SATAN SING THE SIXTH DAY BLUES
	GOD:
	GOD AND SATAN HARMONIZE ON THIS REFRAIN THROUGHOUT:
	It started really good, but somehow it all went bad.
	GOD:
	GOD:
	SATAN:
	GOD:
	I thought I’d look around and find everything good
	GOD AND SATAN:
	SLY:  Law?! You want law? I got law. I could make a good son-IN-LAW. I’m a man of substance, cause I got investors.  I could be a pillar of the Rodney family grocery store.  And I got what a woman loves.
	THEENA:   I see right straight through you mister.  (walking away)

	SCENE FIVE: OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
	SETTING: RODNEY’S OFFICE
	TIME: LATER THE SAME DAY
	Sounds of a fight upstage, ad lib, Sly cursing, Josh, “Hey calm down.”
	APOLLO:  (calling from the store)   Dad, there’s some trouble out in front.
	ROD:  What is it?
	APOLLO:  Looks like Sly and Josh got in a fight.
	ROD:  (sighs)  Ask them to come in here.
	APOLLO:  (calling across the store)  Hey! Come on over here. Dad wants to talk to you.
	ROD:  So, what’s the trouble, boys?
	SLY:   This pussy tried to push me around.
	APOLLO:   But you were the one swinging the broom.
	ROD:  Josh, what’s wrong with your head? You bleeding?
	APOLLO:  Sly hit him with the broom.  He was trying to drive that line of poor people away, and Josh told him to stop.
	ROS:  Sly, those people are here morning and evening for the food handout.
	SLY:   They got more than they bargained for. Bunch of loafers and beggars.
	ROD:  Can’t talk now.
	APOLLO:  Says it’s important.
	PENNINGWORTH:  Mr. Jones? Rodney Jones?
	ROD:  Rodney Jefferson Jones.  Yes sir.
	ROD:  What business is that?
	ROD:  It’s been better; it’s been worse.
	ROD:  Sell?
	PENNINGWORTH:  Yes, cash out, while you’re at the top of your trajectory.
	ROD:  Trajectory?
	ROD:  But I have more customers now than ever.
	ROD:  Well, Mr. Worthington….
	PENNINGWORTH:  Penningworth.
	ROD:  Replace the personnel?
	PENNINGWORTH:  Yes, your staff is really expensive.
	ROD:  These people depend on me.
	ROD:  I’ll need to think this over.  And discuss it…  With my business manager.
	PENNINGWORTH:  I didn’t know you had one.
	ROD:  Got a cousin in Miami. He can help out.
	SLY:  This old man’s going down the drain, got nothing but niceness and sugary goodness. Where’s that gonna get you in this world. Fool thinks he’s gonna inherit the earth. That damn beatitude done more harm than good.   So I wanna sing you this song....
	ROD:  I can’t afford to keep it.  Needs all kinds of repairs. You know the refrigeration is giving out. The rent’s gonna double.  Bank’s calling in debts. Suppliers are raising prices. I can get a loan, but it’s like putting a noose around my neck.

	HOTROD: Hey Apollo.
	Apollo looks in
	APOLLO: What’s up Uncle Rod?
	APOLLO:  Sure
	APOLLO:  Make an appointment?
	APOLLO:  You got it Unc. Can’t wait to see this.
	HOTROD:  Hey, Sly! Come on in here.
	SLY:  Wassup boss?
	HOTROD:  Sit down. Did you talk to them over at the fitness center?
	SLY:  Yeah.  We’re cool.  It’s just…
	HOTROD:  Something wrong?
	APOLLO: (Downstage center. Into the telephone)   Yes it’s urgent.
	APOLLO:  (into the phone)  That’s right.  Right now.  Mr. Jones has lots of commitments.
	HOTROD:  Or pop his cap?
	SLY:  Can be arranged.  I got lots of options.
	SLY:  I’m your man, boss.
	HOTROD:  Rodney’s Bistro gonna start doing business big time. Meantime, you take in your horns. Version I heard of the “Theena-hits-on-Sly” story is, you get all dressed up and perfumed and come onto her. Flash some bling at her. Tell her how lucky sh...
	SLY:  You believe that shit?
	HOTROD:  You steer clear of Theena and Pollo. Any more trouble and you and I are gonna take a walk out to the woodshed and straighten out your way of thinking.
	APOLLO:  Yale Penningworth to see you.
	HOTROD: Sit down Mr. Pennington.
	PENNINGWORTH:  Penningworth.  Where’s Mr. Jones?
	HOTROD:  I am Mr. Jones.
	PENNINGWORTH:  Rodney Jones.
	HOTROD:  I am Rodney Jones.
	PENNINGWORTH:  No, you’re not.  I mean the owner of Rodney’s Grocery.
	PENNINGWORTH:  I see.  Well, I left some papers with Mr. Jones.  I assume they’re ready to complete?
	HOTROD:  Pretty much.  Boll Weevil, please bring me the file on Pennington …
	PENNINGWORTH:  Penningworth.
	HOTROD:  …on the agreement with Penningworth Financial. (Takes a file folder from Boll Weevil, removes some  papers.)
	HOTROD:  And what is the price?
	HOTROD:  (says nothing.  Just stares.)
	PENNINGWORTH:  Afraid that’s out of the question, but we could go as high as $695,000.
	HOTROD:  $995,000, my last offer.
	PENNINGWORTH:  (Huffs and puffs)  I..I..I want to see Rodney.
	HOTROD:  I am Rodney. I’m his manager.
	PENNINGWORTH:  I mean Rodney Jefferson.
	HOTROD:  I’m helping out for a while.
	HOTROD:  Got no power of attorney. But I’ll be glad to show you my power.
	PENNINGWORTH:  Our lawyers will blow you out of the water.
	PENNINGWORTH:  No.
	PENNINGWORTH:  But…but, this is extortion.
	HOTROD:  Lemme explain your situation here. You’re a white man buying up Bronzeville. Everyone in Bronzeville knows Rodney.  And everyone loves him. Get a little unity in this community, and they squash you.
	PENNINGWORTH: Why would they do that? I’m creating jobs and wealth.

	PENNINGWORTH:  (Pale and shaken.)  This is outrageous. You won’t get away with it.
	PENNINGWORTH:  (Signs the contract.)
	SLY:  Man! Boss, you are one sizzling dude!  Call you Hot Rod from now on!
	SLY:  No, let Pollo take it. He runs. You shuffle.
	Boll Weevil shrugs
	SLY:   Say, how did you get that name Boll Weevil anyway? Boll weevil’s a pest
	isn’t it?
	It’s the acceptance of slavery, it’s black people living in slavery and not killing their slave masters, that runs up a debt on the account of every justice-loving white man. That hatred’s gotta be there, and it’s like a great big steel spring hidden ...
	Because you hid your hate from us, we hated and mistrusted you in return.  We forced you to do it, but you did it, and you forced inhumanity on the white man.
	We founded this country on life, liberty, equality—we became the managers of a brutal and inhumane system. That gets on a man’s nerves, living that kind of double life, preaching the constitution and bill of rights while hating and being hated, fearin...
	If colored people don’t attack and kill white people, it’s just because they haven’t done it yet, but they will. That unpaid debt’s gonna be collected some day. If they don’t shoot us, it’s just because of the restraint of the law. We need the law to ...
	In the eyes of police, every black man is already a criminal, You come into the world as a criminal.  It’s the black American’s original sin. You got no criminal acts? Doesn’t mean you’re innocent.  What’s cooking in that big black cloud hanging over ...
	Your trouble is, you take the white man for granted. You come in here and ask me to free your son, as if there weren’t a bigger issue at work.
	The white man’s hate of the black man is his fear of his own inhumanity. You think inhumanity is easy, and that cover of law helps?  It’s not easy.  It’s exhausting.  It’s wearing me down. I see through the system. And I can tell you, I can’t wait unt...
	ROD: I understand that you and the system are crazy. And you’re holding my son in prison because of this craziness.
	KINNARD: Well, let’s see you stop it.
	BLACKOUT
	MUSIC: B. B. King, “Must be a better World out there somewhere”
	ORESTES: These two friends are going to help.  (Points to the bodyguards) This is Macario.
	ATHENA: Which one?
	ORESTES: He’s going to be with you now in the store and every time you go out. If you don’t see him—I don't care where you are—call me right away.
	ORESTES: He’s going to be with you now in the store and every time you go out. If you don’t see him—I don't care where you are—call me right away.

	SCENE TEN: THE TRIAL
	TIME: That Evening, 10 PM
	SETTING: The Athenian Court, Convening at St. Jimmy’s
	MAZY:  Momma, you let me go.  Ow!  That hurts!
	MRS. GALADETTE:  You are coming with me, girl.
	MAZY:  Ow! Let go of my ear!
	REV:  Like you, Mrs. Galadette, I came for the court session of the Athenian Society.
	MAZY:  Mama, let me explain…
	MRS. GALADETTE:  Tells me she’s gonna join this congregation, gonna bring her around to a good life.
	MAZY: Mama, that’s what the Athenians do.  I’m’a join and needed you to…
	MRS. GALADETTE:  Amazing Grace got no case.  It’s her mother got the complaint to make.
	ORESTES:  Then we’ll hear Mrs. Galadette first.
	MAZY:  Wait. That’s not right.  I’m the one who brought this complaint.
	ORESTES:  Were your methods successful?
	ORESTES:  But your persuasion didn’t persuade her.
	MAZY:  I’m an independent woman. I’m not a slave of my mother. I’m free.
	ORESTES:  What do you want to do with your freedom?
	SLY:  (He has lost the black tone of his voice as Sly.)  Accused?  Who accuses me?
	ORESTES:  I do.
	ORESTES:  Might be better if you did.
	SLY:  Not necessary. I don’t deny the charges. I plead guilty.
	ROD:  Why? Why me?
	ROD:  And you arranged the arrest of my son and the death of my daughter?
	ORESTES:  So by your own admission, you were responsible for the arrest of Apollo.
	ORESTES:  Apollo didn’t have any idea what was in that package?
	SLY:  Of course not.
	ORESTES:  That admission will set him free.
	ORESTES:  And so I suppose you were also behind the kidnapping of Athena?
	ORESTES:   There is a fate worse than death.
	SLY:    (again, mocking black English)   Wassat?
	ORESTES:  Humiliation.  Let the marshals of the court step forward.
	MACARIOS:  Boss, you come to the right… gentlemen.
	ORESTES:   Gentlemen, evidently you need to act fast.
	MRS. GALADETTE:  You call that a just judgment? Deprive a mother of her daughter?
	MRS. GALADETTE:  Don’t you dare threaten me, you whipper-snapper. You got  no authority here.
	MRS. GALADETTE:  Say what?!!......
	ORESTES:  Court is adjourned!
	The entire cast filters in gradually from all sides. Reverend Phillups enters stage right, full clerical regalia.
	REV:    (To audience)  Word has it, God’s on his way to Bronzeville and he has an announcement touching on the fate of mankind.
	General awe and amazement. Jesus enters stage right in a wheelchair. His head is bandaged, a cast on his leg.  He looks ragged and miserable.
	REV:  Look at you! Where have you been?  I haven’t seen you for a couple days.
	JESUS:  I stayed in a shelter for a while, then spent a night under the freeway overpass down by the tracks on 18th street.  Got beat up again. They took my clothes.  Had to beg and borrow some to get here.
	Satan appears on the upper stage, left. He’s dressed in formal suit, tuxedo and bow tie, like the gods in Act 1, Scene 1
	SATAN:   So here we are. Judgment day. Time to get outa here. My work is done.  Whatever.. um … whatever was suffered by…uh…by my representative, I’ll get over it once I win the bet, and the benefits kick in.
	Enter from all parts of the stage during the above, Rodney and Orestes holding hands with Crazy Mazy; Boll Weevil; Mrs. Galadette joins Rev. Phillups and they link arms, Apollo, Chili Man Tate, Yale Penningworth, the police, the ensemble.  They arrang...
	REV:  It’s time I tell you about the drama that you’ve all been actors in. The future of humanity itself was at stake in the fate of Rodney Jones.  He was our last chance to rescue mankind from the…umm… renewal program planned by God the father.  Up t...
	Satan waves, confident, affable.
	REV:  Here in this wheelchair, in a condition almost as bad as his first visit to earth in human form, is Jesus Christ, the advocate of mankind.
	Jesus nods, waves faintly.
	REV:  Now we just need to wait for the coming of God the Father.  In my capacity as newly re-ordained pastor of the Bronzeville Baptist Church, I would like to invite you to join me in singing a hymn while we wait.  It’s called “The Fire Next Time”.
	While the cast sways in church-choir-style moves, the two Macarios do a soft-shoe dance routine and embroider the lyrics with any fitting variations.
	ENSEMBLE:
	It's gonna rain,
	http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIaFgGFVCU4]
	As they sing, GOD Descends in a chariot of fire. (A modified motorcycle with side-car if workable.) Steps out, upper level right.
	GOD:  I’ve come to render judgment and split for parts on high. Where’s my son?
	SATAN:  That’s him in the wheelchair.
	GOD:   What happened to you?
	JESUS:  It’a a long story.
	GOD:  Well, did  you find a good person?
	SATAN:  His good person didn’t pan out.
	GOD:  Too bad. (to Satan)   Why are you dressed like that?
	SATAN:  I’m practicing for respectability. Gonna set up housekeeping in Palm Beach, or maybe Santa Monica.
	GOD:  So the search failed?
	SATAN:  Yes, mortals are dust in the wind.
	JESUS:  No, it did not fail.
	GOD:  Did you find a good person?
	JESUS:  Yes, I did.
	GOD:  Are you sure of that?
	JESUS:  Would I lie?
	SATAN:  Foul! I call foul!  This cheater, this deceiver is pulling the wool over your eyes.  Rodney Jones?! That loser is supposed to be the redeemer of humankind? No way. I call foul. I won this bet fair and square.
	GOD:  Back off Satan. Let’s hear what the man has to say. You found what?
	JESUS:  We have found a good man, but it’s not Rodney Jefferson Jones.
	EVERYONE:  (Ad lib)  Who then? Whaddaya mean, not Rodney? Etc.
	JESUS:   Rodney is a good man. But his goodness wasn’t durable. The man who has saved mankind committed great crimes, but changed his guilt into goodness. The worst criminal became the greatest peace-maker. The good person of Bronzeville is Orestes Jo...
	GOD:    (Takes a moment to focus. Then waves his arms in a gesture of acceptance)  Okay. The bet is settled. Humankind gets one more shot at survival in this flawed form…  (To Satan)  And you…
	SATAN:  Wait a minute.– (Aside)  The old man’s really lost it this time. – (To God) He’s pulling a fast one. How can you be so naïve.  There’s a lot at stake here.
	JESUS:   My judgment is good and fair. Check out the organization called Alliance of Reformed Chicago Gangs, also known as “ARC-angel.”
	GOD:  I know, I know. In fact I know everything.  For instance, how Rodney got transformed into Hotrod.
	SATAN:  (very defensive suddenly)   What do you mean? The man reached deep down inside and discovered his truer self. Found the courage to succeed.  Couldn’t operate in this world without it.
	GOD:  Do you really expect me or anyone to believe that? No help from you? No satanic sabotage? No point lying now, is there?
	SATAN:  Damn you! Okay, I might have fudged a little.
	GOD:  Okay then. You blew it.  Now get your long red tail between your legs and head for the nether regions! You lost the bet.
	SATAN:    (to audience, while pulling off his formal clothing. He tosses his white panama down, it lands center stage.)  Look for me. I’ll be around.
	Satan disappears in a flash and cloud of purple/red smoke.
	GOD:   (to Jesus, suspicious.)  How about you? Any miracles?
	JESUS:   Do I look like I performed any miracles?
	GOD:  Any manipulation of reality? any supernatural fudging or nudging? If so, we go ahead with my plan. Creation can move on beyond the human.
	JESUS:  I did not work through miracles.  I didn’t work at all, except sweeping the store and bagging groceries.  But now, I have just one miracle that I want to perform while I’m here.
	GOD:  Watch your step. I forbade it.
	REV:  What miracle?
	JESUS:  A healing.  (He gets up. Kicks over his wheelchair, pulls off his cast and bandages.)  Why didn’t someone tell me what it’s like down here?  I had completely forgotten!
	GOD:  Yeah, whatever.  Now get in this chariot and let’s go home.
	JESUS:  No thanks.  I’m staying here.
	GOD:   You’re what?!
	JESUS:  You heard.  I’m sick and tired of being a principle. I want action. I want to do, not just stand for; I want to help, not just preach. I see how much work there is to do down here.  I’m gonna work here as a community organizer.  Reverend Phill...
	GOD:  SOUL?
	JESUS:  Yes, that stands for Southsiders Organized for Unity and Liberation.  I’ll cooperate with the Athenian Society, I’ll work for their departments of justice and education. I’ll help out at Bronzeville Baptist, and I’ll buy my groceries at Rodney...
	GOD:   Are you crazy? Get in this chariot right now!  You can’t stay here.  You’re  God, at least partly.  What do you plan to do with your divine nature?
	JESUS:  It’s not going anywhere.
	GOD:  How do you know? I don’t guarantee a way back. You lost your humanity once; careful you don’t lose your divinity. If  this place can’t learn to rely on itself, then it’s going down, and no god-man is going to change that.  This is the last bet I...
	JESUS:  I’m staying.
	God walks off with a shrug. The chariot departs with a fiery exhaust. Cheers, celebrating.
	REV:    (to Jesus with shoulder bumps and high fives. This line spoken with whatever resonance and emphasis the actor can get into the word “man” for a god newly converted to the human state.)  My Man!
	All exit except Rev. and Mrs. Galadette.
	MRS. GALADETTE:  Reverend Phillups—Jonah, come on now, we’ve got a macaroni and cheese casserole to cook and cookies to bake for fellowship this evening. Amazing Grace, you take good care of Rodney Jones now, hear? You don't and I’m gonna whupp you fr...
	Both exit. As the lights dim to dark, one spotlight remains tightly focused on Sly’s/Satan’s white hat, center stage. Then blackout.
	MUSIC: Piano, lively version of “Fire Next Time.”
	END OF PLAY

